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MEMIGAÉ

Jr.

VOLUME XVIU.

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICOTATUKDAY.

IN MEMORIAM

the funeral party was joined
Dy ivirs. (i.j. (Joury a sister of
Mr. Shaya and his two uncles
Mr. G. J. Coury.
Mr.
and
A. J. Coury of Duran arrived at
Vaughn at 11.20 P. M.
they
were received by Mr. Ed Foley
ana james, lather and brother
of the deceased, as well as by a
large number; of friends and

DECORATION DAY EXERCISES; LARGE CROWDS
IN ATTENDANCE

!

v

No. 21.

JUME 4. 192L

ROY TAKES TWO GAMES

tu

"

"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."

Of !

MEETS

TERRIBLE

VICTORY MEDALS

DEATH

Once, again, the Angel of
All
men have prob'
On Tuesday afternoon, May
Death has hovered over us, thi3
ably heard of the VICTORY,
Mosquero and Dawson both go
31st, Mr. Charles N. Tinker, MEDAL.
As announced in last week's
time descending into the peaceEvery man who serdown to defeat
prominent and well bnown farm ved honorably
paper, the program for Decoraful, happy little home of one of
Roy
The
Base Ball team add er,
in
who fives just one mile rsor-t- h my at any time the U. S. Ar
tion Day was carried out in full ed two more games to their list
our youngest and highly esteem
between April
Mosquero
was
of
found
dead
Monday last. The exercises of victories this: week when
ed merchants, our friend Ray6, 1917 and November 11, 1918
were in charge of the American they romped all over Mosquero in the field, his body badly muti and the neatest of kin of those
mond Shaya, plunging his home
into deepest grief, and casting
Legion, Roy Post and was one last Sunday afternoon and trim lated and every evidence point men- who were killed or who
neighbors,
who
of
of
village
over all the
a pall
the finest programs of its med 'Dawson"ta good cleaning ing to the fact that he had died died while in the service beaccompanied all
sad
a horrible death.
'
tween those dates, is entitled to
nes's.
that was mortal of her whom character ever given in Roy. ivionaay anemoon.
Mr. C. W. McNeil in the after
Friday, May 27th, the noon- they had known so well and The morning opened bright and
VICTORY MEDAL.
About 15 cars of Roy fans noon noticed Mr. Tinker's1
team theThis
day beJls of St. George church loved from childhood, to the sunny after a threatening even- went down to Mosquero Sunday
is a bronze medal, nen- running around in the field with dant from
tolled the passing of our kind beautiful Foley home on, the ing and night and the streets with the Roy Team and watcha Rainbow Ribbon,
began to fill early in the morn- ed them give the County Seat the harness on and set out to with a miniature statue copied
friend Mrs. Shaya, nee, Mar- outskirts of the town.
He found places from
garet Foley, after but a few
friends " spent the ing and when the band opened town; the trouncing of their investigate.
the Winged. Victory of
"
they
where
stood around
had
days illness, and a very short remainder of the night with the program at 9.30 the town lives.
Samothrace
oil one side, and on ,
some time at a place, where
the
wedded life of about six months. the grieving family and the was crowded with those who
inscription. "The
other,
The very best that Mosciuero for
the
had come to do honor to the could do was to get two men they had broke loose from a War for Civilization" together
;.
Called home in the. very dead.
corn
finally
where with
planter and
Sunday at 3 P, M. the final dead. After a band concert of across" the home plate in the
bloom of her girlhood, she has
names of the various
they had left a part of the daub allied the
nations,
been spared much of earth's obsequies work, included at the 30 minutes, the American , Le- third and in the 7th the pitcher
For those men
He then went to the who
pain and sorrow the almost house with prayers by Rev Fath gion Boys came marching down walked one in. These three letrees.
served in France but who
to
Mr.
house
about
see
Tinker
enevitable loWof mankind in er Vachon, thenee followed by the street under the Command scores were all that Mosquero and not finding him on the prem did not participate in anv bat- the largest funeral college ever of Seargent Reherd of Mills, could find up to the 9th and
general.
tie, there is a clasp on the ribTime and pain, have ceased seen in that place, the body and after a short drill exercise then she threw up the sponge in ises begaa to fear that he had bon with the word "FRANCE"
been hurt and set out searching There is also a clasp snven for
for her, and she is now, we firm.; was sorrowfully borne to the they led the long parade to the .disgu.Gt.
family plot in the little ceme- Roy cemetery and which march
The score keeper begun count over the farm for him, while his each major operation, such as
ly hope, lost m God.
J
ed to the music of the Roy Band ing up Roy's scores and found son, John McNeil came on to
Born at Steubenville, Ohio, tery..
ST. MIHEL
At the grave, the; pastor After reaching the Cemetery a that 'they had 17 chalk markc town to give the warning. At "MEUSE - ARGON NE". "DE
February 10, 1899. She receiv
ed her early education at the spoke most feelingly words of few minutes were devoted to to their credit. While the íhe corn planter, with which Mr. FENSIVE SECTOR" etc.
All that is necessary for an
parachia) schools of that city, consolation, drawing his inspira the decoration of graves and game; was somewhat loosely Tinker had been at work, in the
field during the day, his body
man to secure his
then coming, to the West with tion from the beautiful picture the parking of over 100 cars at played the real cause of
defeat was the inability was found tangled up m the VICTORY MEDAL, is to mail
her parents and brothers, her of the Savior standing in the the cemetery.
Then followed the American of her pitchers to hold out. In wheel and practically every bone his dscharge certificate, or a
higher education was continued midst of a field of lilies, picking
the face bad true copy thereof, - certified to
at the Convent School at Albu- here and there the choicest, Legion program under the lead the 4th inning Roy had 8 men iny the body broken,skull
mutilated,
the
crushed before a Notary Public or Comquerque and later she finished freshest flowers. In beautiful ershp of Homer Holmes, and the to score and 6 in the 7th. Mosget
to
in
and
out it mander of any American Legion
him
order
he
compared
manner
young
played
of
band
a
the
quero
number
had
knockpitchers
three
pieces
at the Las Vegas Normal Train
was necessary to take off one Post, to VICTORY MEDAL OF
ing School, receiving her life cer hie just drawn to a close, to a during the exercises. The talk ed out by the Roy sluggers.
lily in the parable. Then foU by "Seargent Reherd was very
On, Monday afternoon Daw- wheel of the planter as the body FICER, MILLS' AND CAMPtificate.
prayers
lowed
by
the
solemn
highly
and
large
appreciated
son
the
came down fully prepared had been entangled m the wheel BELL: ST., EL PASO, TEXAS
1920
On October 21,
she was
wound around the axle. Application will be completed at
married to Raymond P. Shaya lessings of the Catholic Ritual assemblage who had gathered to clean up proper on the Roy and
rrom
all appearances the horses that office. The' Vctory Medal
open
and
soon
to
of
do
to
the
arms
soldier
our
team
give
reverence
them the same
and
living at Roy until her early
iad jun away, Mr.; Tinker had will be mailed to the applicant
Mother
embraced
Mar
earth
held
Mosdeadt
exercises
Roy
were
The
treatment
gave
1921
May
that
27,
on
10:15
at
death
been thrown from the seat and wthin ten days to two weeks
A. M. Such is the brief life his garet, giving her a nestling at the grave of Arturo Montoya quero. The game was called at
M'.
Idplace
the"
boy
until
General
only
Roy
w
Great
was
2.
one.1
McCargo
he
P.
as
the
in
ith
the ell into the wheels and the hor after applicaton is submitted.
tory of the dear lamented
until they had brok Relatives of deceased soldiers
Mrs. Shaya before her mar- Judgement day when all shall led in action n France, altho a pitchers box for Roy and every ses had run
en
loose
from
the com planter should merely write the Victory
sleagain
from
grave.
rise
the
Roy player confident of success
number of our Soldier dead
riage taught school at Vaughn
wandered
had
and
around the Medal Officer, statng the soldsent
offerings
Roy
Cemetery.
All
from
inning
got
rloral
ep
in
In
the
Dawson
the
first
and in the Wagoner District n
N
jí
r
i
several
field
before
hours
for
near Roy, where by her affable iioy menas aiso many, irom these graves were beatutfully one man to third but that was the accident was discovered. The ier's name and organization at
people
most
were
pro
at
Taughn
Legion
boys.
by
the time of his death, and serial
inning.
decorated
the
her best Until the 6th
manner, she won the respect of
were notified and quite number if known. Men should
officers
tuse
conattesting
beautiful,
were
and
innings
Exercises
After
the
In'
the
three
frst
parents
and the love and
the
a crowd went out to assist in not hesitate about mailing in
confidence of her pupils.- She again to the esteem the deceas cluded the rest of the forenoon neither side was able to score recovering
the body. Mr. Tinker their discharge certificates, as
particularly
was
held.
ed
One
spent
graves
decorating
Dawson
in
was
in
the
but
fourth the
also acted as subsitute at both
years of age, and
60
was
about
the parochial and public schools fine piece was sent by The and at the noon hour all return pitcher, begun to weaken and lived alone, although his wife, these will be returned to them
Society
Roy.
by registered mail, on the day
of
Ladies
of
Altar
ed to Roy and listened to a num- thru a fumble of one of the
of Roy. Her pupils, and her
his son, Fred, and ' daughter followng that on which they
body'
Mrs,
a
which
Shaya
was
;;eored
Roy
by
played
Roy
two
of
pieces
players,
men
the
in
ber
many friends in and around
Band.
tl.U iniimg and in the rich tile Louise, are residents of the Mos- are received by the Victory Med
Roy and at her home town East member.'.
A
Messers
were,
Pallbearers
the
Roy
We
awak
is
to pieces ard Roy quero vicinity, but at the time al Officer. Utmost care will be
pitcher nt-nbelieve that
Vaughn, feel her loss deeply.
In t e of the accident.'Vere visiting in taken in handling them.
,
lour men home.
upon her face as she Branch, M. Floersheim, E. Mc ening to her Civic duties, and
. Gazing
Minimy,
S.
N.
A.
Hanson. F.
the work beng carried oufc at 6th two 1 'jiw&on men found the Nebraska where it is said that
lay cold in death,.. clad in w'iité
- the Roy Cemetery was highly h Pné phi to 'find by the wayt'iii his daughter had gone, to be he had Ieen cautioned io dis
and Mr. David.
bridal attire, her calm features Strickland
" The
n
., with commended
by the large crowd was irc.pi'.iy two and one. of married. Tlley were notified by pose, or the horse," ana. jie. cad :
seemed to- - depect a heavenly
exof
great
readers
its
number
who attended the exercises and these scores. was made thru an wire and an answer returned invariabl v'resnónded in l?is kind
peace; she appeared already to
'
impos- - and thoughtful wav, 'It would
deepest
sympathy
pf.
tends
the
we hope that each year wé may error of a Roy player. Roy got saying that it would be
enjoy, in their magnificent full
to be inhuman to kill him he might
to
and
sible
conie
for
them
"'
parto
the bereaved husband,
see the interest shown on this another in the 6th and- two
ness, that sweet repose, and
' '.'.'.-.proceed
with
the
burial
of
the.
hurt some one else if I was to.
ents
and
brothers.
'
to
failed
Day
shown
more in the 7th but
Memorable
that was
that freedom from alte anxiety
body. A later telegram ' frsr.: turn him out and at ieast
Roy
Monday
is
done
not
in
and
did
score
if
this
the
8th.
last
which is alone enjoyed by those
weshall hold more Reverend the go to the bat in the ninth and Mrs. Tinker, however, stated him and can be caref ul with him
who worthily receive the last In tender memory
of Mrs. sacred ground where sleeps our the game ended 9 to two with that she was on the road, but 'At another time, he wanted to
consolations of the Holy Cath- Shaya, who died May 27, 1921.
loved ones. There were very Dawson feeling that she had not to delay the funeral. Mr. 'dispose of a mortgage that he
olic church ; no misgivings but.
1!' our dar- Of held, having loaned some money
so
happy
I
am
"Oh,
;
c.-- L
J
:u
few graves in the Roy Cemetery more morethan met her base- - Tinker's father, a resident
was
also
and
California,
notitied
to one of his neighbors and ta
that were not decorated last, ball equals.
and completed in charity. Afv""
answered stating that he was ken security on the land, and
not grieve when I Monday an every soldiers grave
" good
game,
good
1
was
a
one
he
makes
fervent
a
Christain
am dead,
not only was decorated with a from start to finish and was leaving Los Angeles immedia needing money himself, he tried
Christain end. ,
I hear the song that the An flag
Internment was made at to sell the mortgage, but demanFor
but also with a beautiful full of pep all thru the game. tely. Mosquero
Conscious to the end, she clos
cemetery on Thu- ded a written agreement from
gels sing
the
Dawson has a good clean bunch
ed her eyes to all things mortal And the gentle fluttering of wreath of flowers.
before the arrival of any the prospective buyer,, that unrsday,
Roy
team
of
players
and
the
only to open them again upon
their wings.
has only the highest praise for of his people. The attendance der no condition would he ever
eternal scenes.
MOSQUERO vs MILLS
was the greatest ever seen at torcióse on the mortgage, sta
When my soul has reached Our
Thus, our dear friend's soul
The Mosquero Team went to them but they are no match any funeral in the history of ting that he would hate to thiDear
Lord's
throne
for the Roy team.
w.ended its way homeward, af- I'll
remember the loved ones 1 Mills Monday afternoon and a-- McCargo pitched both gameá Mosquero, a mute testimonial,. nk that he had been instumen- labof
portion
own
little
gain went down to defeat. The
ter her
of the esteem in which the de- - jtal in causing the mortgagor to
left at home.
or, in life's short day of trial But our Savior calls, so now game was full of pep and inter- for Roy with the exception of ceased was held by the entire lose his property" Mr. Tinker
was completed.
est and the players did fine th 7th inning at Mosquero and neighborhood in treating of the was a true Chrstian, who
"Goodby",
h
Our heart's' sinccrest sym- And her soul passed en with work but Mosquero had to in- had the opposing players at his
of people extravagant, ticed what he preached, loved
games.
both
thruout
pathy goes out to the bereaved
stall a new pitcher and as it was miercy
'
words are often used that leaves and helped his fellowman and
never a sigh, '
young husband, the grief stric- Our tears fall fast for our his first game for the season, The homo run by McCargo and us utterly unable to express the
had the respect of every man
field
Jby
ken parents- - and two Joving
he was unable to have full con the catch in the left
.
real sentiments of the communi- - who knew him. We have never
sore,
are
hearts
among
were
Coffeen
the
best
brothers, James and Donald Dreaming of lonely days in trol of. the ball. Mosquero has
ty when as in the present in- - known another man Who so
plavs of the two games. ,
and a number of relatives who
some
ana
cracKerjacK
players
an exeptional man dies, rly followed the precepts of the
store.
aré left to moum her all too For we will miss her, our girl all she needs is a good pitcher ' The game Monday was, wit- A man who never harmed a per Great Teacher as did Mr. Tin
hundred
early loss. She leaves indeed
and when she lands one look out nessed by several
'
thought was ker.
;
who went away
,
; there being over
120 son, whose every
people
a
homes
saddened
very
you
two
pay
boys,
will
she
in
for
the
- In as much
gladsome
and
laugh
as none of the
With
her
very
was
whose
death
good
and
ground
on
and
"
autos
the
the
vacant place and wounded ach
wallopings she has gotten so
family had arrived up to the
her heart so gay! '
May God comfort
inar hearts.
far
this year. Roy will play grand 'stand was crowded. The caused by his kindness of heart time we go to press, we were unjoyYet we'll see her again all
Band
furnished music thru and consideration for others, as
Mills within a few weeks and Roy
and console them in this sudden
able to get a complete life obi
ous and bright
out thegame. :
expects
on
up
them
great bereavement.
to
clean
Roy
one of the horses that he used tuary of this prommnt man,
When this earth and its sorrows
Roy no doubt has the best
A very modren home in the
just as they did Dawson.
dangerous and but will publish one later.
shall fade from our sight,
team she has had the past seve- was known to be
northern part of town, which Though he1? frail form now
Mr. and Mrs. Shaya have been i sleeps beneath the new ..'sod,
Melville Floersheim the con- ral years and they expect to add
a long list of scalps to their tomonths,
and
some
'
for
planning
The soul of Margaret' is happy genial head Clerk at the R. P. tem pole before the 1921 season
Shaya Co. came down town with
which had neared completion
with God.
closes. Manager Paxton,-- ' and
death, now Dear
at the time of hermistress-to-bLord, we are glad though smiles all over his face Tuesday Captain Barret are working the
e
its
begun
mute
passing
morning
and
stands
lonely are we.
gone to another, her true home Our loved one is happy in Heav around a box of cgars, and said boys out during the evenings
"She's a girl and say, she is and have about 18 players to
in the Mansion above.
en with Thee!
.
GAL KRAUT
Funeral services were held at And one day pur hearts shall just a little finer than any oth- choose from and expect to de
60c
velop some extra" fine timber
Of
course
oneRoy.".
in
GAL
KETCHUP
er
St. George Church, by the pas
$1.00
Thy
Throne,
at
unite
the season.
BLACKBERRIES 2, Tin
tor. The Rev. F. Vachon on Sat- In that beautiful land where there were several disputing during
30c
Roy has not yet decided
and
nurse
Self
APRICOTS 2i Tin
him
the
Dr.
urday morning at 10 o'clock, in
but
30c
"Goodbys" are unknown.
Miss Cates says she is a dandy where she will play the "next
MILK HOMINY 21b Tin
r.
. .
13c
the presence of a congregation
MILK HOMINY 2 Vilb Tin
Dr. Self saya Mrs. Floersheim game but it will probably be
which packed the church to its
20c
and the bab,r are both doing with Raton. The return game
capacity.
Card of Thanks
with Dawson will be played
gathered
had
Friends, who
It is with the deepest of gvati fine and Mehille will be alright within the next few weeks, and
ICE CREAM FREEZER S
$4.25
do
to
days.
new
vicinity
The
few
within
a
the
Roy
and
from
tude that we extend our thanks
capture
expect
to
Springthey
honors to those who were so kind and comer weighs 8 lbs and has a
last
the
her
goat within a few weeks.
121,4c
LADIES COTTON HOSE per pair
showed their esteem by their good to us and assisted us in pretty little sister and brother er's
MENS WORK SHIRTS
active participation at the last every way possible during the that will help mamma' and papa
. $1.00
MENS OVERALLS, best grade . .
sad rites, and every business sickness, death and burial of Dare for her.
? LOOK ?
$1.50
closed during Our Darling wife, daughter
house in Roy-waCHAMBER OF COMMERCE
and sister. We wish that we the sorrow that is ours in these Where art thou Y
the funeral.
The remains were taken on might see each one of you and dark days never enter your
the noon train to the family thank you personally but this home, is our prayer.
a (Watch this space every week)
Raymond; P. Shaya
home, at East Vaughn, accom we cannot do. We want to
Roy Base Ball Team plays the
panied by the bereaved husband ' psnefciallv thank those who cave ' " Mr. .and Mrs. Ed Foley
fast Raton Team Sunday June
...
A hvnihpr Donald' 44.
.Tmes Foley.
Al.
1vnnfilnl flrtrol nianoa Mnv'
Donald Foley
'A Profitable Plate Trad?;
:fT.s
imd the pastor; at Santa Rosa
ce
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Fresh Vegetables every day
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ROY TRADING COMPANV

-

If

THE

Helo
That é
Aching
Back!
sigas.

giv-in-

prevent

FROM ALL SOURCES
ACHIEVE
SAYINGS, DOINGS,
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

.

A Colorado Case
Burger,

furniture

dealer,

Eighth and State Aves., Alamosa,
Colo., says: "My kidneys were disordered and acted lregularly. I had a
soreness across my hips and through
my legs. When I bent over, a shooting pain caught me and I would hardly be able to straighten again. I used

(Weiura Nmpaper I'nlos Nwi ferric.)

.

WESTERN

Doan's Kidney Pills and I was entirely cured so I haven't had a symptom of kidney trouble since. "

Mrs. Edith Johnston, for twelve
years head of the Up language department of the Nebraska school for deaf
60c t Bex a AH Sttns
at Omaha, leaped to her death from
MiUwa C., Mff. Oeafata, Bublo. M. Y.
the seventh floor of a hotel. She had
been In HI health for some time.
The seven members of the Oregon
Supreme Court signed a telegram to
President Harding petitioning him to
appoint William Howard Taft. as a
member of the United States Supreme
Court to succeed the late Chief JusCfctirormfloaplhaY without rao, twyitatlc.
tice White.
The Board of Regents of the Univer
Only Thing He Could Do.
sity of Oklahoma adopted a resolution
Rinks W'init are you doing for your prohibiting students from maintaining
cold?
automobiles while attending the insti
.links Coughing.
tution. Possession of motor cars was
declared to be detrimental to the best

D

OANS KIDNEY

PILLS

Cuticura Soap
The Healthy

Shaving Soap

Interests of the students.
that a 7,600-foo- t
Recommendation
peak In the Tatoosh range, Hauler NaThousands of women have kidney and tional Park, will be named Lane Peak,
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
K. Lane, former
Women's complaints often prove to be in honor of Franklin
nothing else but' kidney trouble, or the secretary of the Interior, who died recently, has been forwarded to the Niv
rexult of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy tlomil Geographic Board by the Riv
condition, they may cause the other or- nler Park Advisory Bonrd at Seattle
gans to become diseased.
John C. Marsh of Memphis, agent
Tain in the buck, headache, loss of am
bition, nervousness, are often times symp- of the Secret Service, arrived In LitWOMEN

NEED

SWAMP-ROO-

T

tle Kock with B. O. Morgan, who was

toms of kidney trouble.
Don t delay stnrtinu

Dr.
treatment.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a physician's proscription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
Buch conditions.
Oct a medium or lnr?e size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
prent preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

arrested nt Hot Springs in connection
with recent threatening letters writ
ten to President Harding. Morgan will
be examined as to his sanity. He said
he had traveled extensively recently
and that he had "fallen out with Har-

ding."
The United States Public Health
Service, the Indian Medical Service
and the New Mexico Public Health"
in combating
Service are
As n rule, a twin's credit Is nil right the typhus epidemic on the Navajo Innt the wrong time.
dian Reservation, In San Juan County,
New Mexico. A spacious hospital has
been provided for delousing purposes.
It is situated nt Slilprock, on the resArrangements are also
ervation.
being made for a corps of nurses to he
sent by the government .to the stricken,
area, and army trucks will be provided
to carry the Indians to the hospital.

Sur

elief

WASHINGTON

Hot

water

Sure Relief
LL-AW-

S

INDIGESTION

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidneys-Heart-Liv-

er

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

GOLD MEDAL

'

,

6 Bexlans

E
FOR

.

The National Remedy of Holland for

A resolution proposing that
the anniversary of Columbus', discovery of America be made a legal holiday, has been Introduced by RepresenNew
tative Peiiman, ' Republican,
York.
The grain standardization-laboratorof the Department of Agriculture was
practically ruined by two explosions
of chemicals which were of such force
as to shake the east wing in which the
laboratory Is located. No one was In-

Oct. 12,

jured.
Funds for airplane mail service from
New York to San Francisco are almost
exhausted, Postmaster General Hays
advised Congress, and service must be
suspended May 31, lacking a deficiency appropriation of .$125,000. Under a
treasury ruling appropriations for railway limit service cannot be used for
the air service, Mr. Hays said, and current appropriations of $1,250,000 for
transcontinental air route will not last
beyond this month.
Isaac H. Smith was nominated by
President Harding to be superinlen-- '

dent of the United "States nssny office
at New York. Harry II. Stewart was
nominated to be assayer in charge of
Look for the name Gold Medal on every boa
end accept no imitation
the United States assay office at Dead-wooS. Dak.
Measures.
Preventive
Sale of 5 per cent beer and wine
"Why lire you so iinxious to piny
bridge?"
"Somebody will piny the with a 14 per- cent alcoholic content
would be permitted in states where
pimío if we don't."
voters approved such liberalizing of
A known enemy is hetter than a prohibition enforcement if a bill Introduced by Representative Ryan, Repubtrencherims friend.
lican, of New York, became a law. The
measure provides for a popular referendum in each state on petition of 15
per cent of qualified voters.
centuries and endorsed by Queen Wilhel-tninAt all druggists, three sizes.

a.

-

Final statistics placing the total

pi
ACIQARETTEAf

Ten for 10 cents. Handy
size. Dealers carry both.
10 for 10c; 20 for 20c.
It's toasted.

W. N. U., DENVER,

Southwest News

LIVE NEWS

n
la your back
cut? Are yon
mm
tired, miserable, all
run down; tortured with nagging backache, lameness and sudden., stabbing
If so, look to your kidneyi.
paina?
Overwork, hurry and worry tend to
weaken the kidneys. Backache and an
all worn out feeling is often the first
warning. Get back your health while
you can. Use Doan's Kidney Pili,
the remedy thousands recommend. A$k

Joseph

.

0F-LAT-

The next session of the League''
E
council has been postponed
from June 9 unfll June 17.
Attempts to establish trade between
Kaly a yd Russia have failed, according
to the Bolshevist representative who
asked for his passports at Rome.
CONDENSED RECORD OF. THE
A number of persons are reported to
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
have been killed or wounded during
fighting at Buenos 5Mres In the port
HOME AND ABROAD
zone when union laborers attampted to

am"

your neighbor I

FOREIGN

f EPITOPE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

riCV23-192- T.

pop-

ulation of continental United States at
105,710,620, or 27,512 more than announced last October, when preliminary figures were given out, were submitted to Speaker Gillette of the
House of Representatives for apportionment purposes by the census
Final figures place the total
population of the outlying possessions
of the United States nt 12,148,738,
which brings the population for the entire country ond Its possessions to
'

An amendment to the federal constitution which would "prohibit polyg
amy In the United States Is proposed
In a resolution Introduced In the house
by Speaker Glllett.
The amendment,
It Is said, would remedy the situation
existing In some stutes where state
taws do not prevent plural marriages.
Rear Admiral S. S. Itoblson, com
manding the Boston navy yard and station, has been detailed to be military
governor of San Domingo. He will relieve Rear Admiral Thomas Snowden,
who reaches the retirement age this
.summer. ... ' . .
- t

non-unio- n

workers from

un-

loading ships.
The' secretary general of the league
of nations has called an. international
conference to be held In Geneva, June
30, to bring together the views of the
various governments nn the question
of repression, of "white slavery."
Rebels have adopted a new method
for attacks on police barracks in Ire
land. Traveling by train, they compelled the trainmen to stop the train,
at Ballaghaderreen, where they opened
fire on the barracks. The police replied, wounding one passenger in the
train.
There Is a great Increase In the
number of bankruptcies which have
been gazetted by the Board of Trade
during the last three months, 753 hav
ing been listed against 310 for the cor
responding period In 1920. For years
before 1910 the number of bankruptcies
never dropped below 4,000 annually.
"According to reports In labor circles,
the president of the
BunJI Suzuki,
Yuai-KaJapan's labor confederation,
l,

From All Over

New Mexico
arid Arizona
(Wtiurn Nr)pip

Stnln.

Colon Newi

)

The Taos Game and Fish Protective
Association at Taos, N. M., is making
plans for a big picnic to be held about
the first of July. This Is to be made
an annual affair.
Sheepmen in the vicinity of Magda
lena, N. Méx., report that the season
has been the best for lambing In many
years. The crop in most places Is reported to be nearly 100 per cent,
Frank G. Kaerwar. a prominent min
ing man of El Paso, has secured a
thirty-daoption on the Huth silver
mine near Lordsburg, N. Mex. It U
said that development work will be
started at once.
Orders have been Issued to Mexican
immigration officers at border points
to prohibit further entry of Chinese
Immigrants into Mexico, according to
messages received In Agua Prieta, opposite Douglas, Ariz.
Macario Valdez, who was convicted
of manslaughter at Mora some time
Leahy of
ago, was sentenced
Vegas, N. Méx., to serve not less
than five years nor more than ten In

m

Get

benefit from

thrice-dall- y

this

low-co-

aid to

st

appetite and digestion
It keeps teeth white

11

breath sweet

y

'

and throat
-

V

-

clear

'

.

Makes your

the state penitentiary.
Flag day, June 14, will be celebrated In Tucson, Ariz., on a scale
never before attempted, it has been
announced by the Elks, under whose
the celebration will be held.
auspices
American forms of spelling bave
Cummlttees are at present working on
'official
been barred from
documents
the program and definite announceIn the high court at Melbourne.
The
ments will be made soon.
federal chief justice has announced
The University of Arizona hns been
not
he
will
allow their Introducthat
G.
tion and ordered the spelling of the honored thru the election of Dean
"program"
words
and
"center" M. Butler of the College of Mines and
changed to "programme" and "centre." Engineering to the office of national
He remarked that English spelling was director of the American Association
of Engineers, an organization consistgood enough for blm.
ing of about 25,000 members with its
While digging for water on his farm
headquarters at Chicago.
a short distance from Calgary, Alberta,
Martin Kriscola, 49 years old, a minWilliam Kmbree stopped work for a
19, at
moment to light ills pipe, and in stoop- er, shot and killed Rosa Franco,
rehis
turned
and
Ariz.,
then
Globe,
gas
to
ing down
coming
do so Ignited
himself
wounded
fatally
and
volver
from the well. The flame shot 'sev
Kris-col- a
eral feet In the air and was only put with a bullet through the head.
girl,
to
a
the
be
to
was
suitor
said
by
out
the use of sods and earth. This
differthe
him
of
refused
who
because
strike of natural gas was made at a
depth of 130 feet, and Is saiil to be a ence in their ages, according to the powet gas, indicating the probability of lice.
At a meeting of the school board at
oil.
school building recently in Gallup,
the
Sudden death claimed Theodore Lut- N. Méx., the contract for the new High
tof, the "Cossack Hercules," after per
school building was let to Wegs &
forming feats of 'strength" In the Naof this city, their old
Thompklns
tional theater at Havana during a
$71439.30. This will Include all
wrestling carnival the other day. lie being
electricnl work, but the plumbhad twisted Iron bars and supported of the
ing
will be let in a separate conwork
upon his shoulders a steel rail to
which eighteen persons were banging tract.
In the southern and eastern dry laud
by their hands, without apparent ill
effects, but after the performance he areas of Arizona, crop prospects con
dropped dead 'while emerging from a tinue to decline, but. in. the irrigated
districts and 1n flie nbrtherri counties.
shower bath.
general crop conditions are favorable,
GENERAL
according to a report issued by L. M,
Cleveland Tutt, a negro, was beaten Harrison, In chnrge of the office of
to death by n mob of - negroes at the United States Bureau of Crop Esti
Shreveport, La., after; he had shot te mates.
.. Y
death a negro and negress at a dancts.
'
The state treasurer's office opened
Louis C. Lewis, 79 years old, lawa new fund at Phoenix, Ariz., under
yer, died In a New York hospital. the name of the Colorado River fund.
Death was due to shock which he suf The fund was created by the Legisla
fered when his left thigh was frac ture to enable the state to play her
hired by a revolving door. .
part in arriving at an estimate pf the
A necklace- of pearls, diamonds nnd amount of water the state will require
platinum, valued at ?40,000,; was found from the Colorado for irrigation pur
by IS. L. Kelly, a guard on the pier, poses.
where the Aquitaniu docked at New ' At the dental clinic held at Raton,
York. Customs officials believe the N: 'Méx., at the request of the
necklace was lost by a smuggler.
Association,
the reports
After slashing his wife's throat with showed that out of a total of all the
a razor, K. is. lvnton, 4u years ola, a children of the schools of the city, over
farmer residing near S'loam Springs, half have defects. The dentists exam
ined 1,038 children during the five
Ark., shot to death his
and then ended Ills own weeks of the clinic and found that a
life with the same weapon. The bodies total of G15 needed dental attention of
were found on the floor of the living some sort, while there were only 423
that did not need attention,
room nt Katun's home.
The three youths charged with killMr. and Mrs. Ton Christian of Can-loMo.,' are .happy again. Their ing Venturo Bencomo, jailer, were con
fourth set of twins arrived to greet vlcted of first degree murder in the
five singles. " A'e'll .welcome the fiftli District Court at Silver City, N. M. Tiie
pair of twins," says Mr. Christian, who penalty is hanging. The three youths
are Kleuterio Corral, Runialdo" Luzano
is a Christian.
Herbert Prentice Crane, Jr., son of and Jesus Rochoa. The youngest, Cor
Herbert P. Criine, Chicago millionaire, ral is 1G years old, and the eldest,
was sentenced to from one to twenty Rochoa, 22.
jears in prison for an attack on Louise ' The jnemliei'.sblp in the recently orgirl.
Judge ganized University of Arizona Club at
Sturm, a
Thompson overruled a motion for a
Phoenix Is growing rapidly. This cluj),
new trial. Crane's attorney announced
which was started at the beginning of
that an appeal would be takeni
May by some of the alumni consists of
Two steamships have been chartered U. of A. graduates, undergraduates,
to transport 2,000 American and Cana former students, professors and mera-ber- s
iiian Rotarians to Edinburgh, Scotland,
of the board of regents, resident
for the annual convention of the In- in or near- - Phoenix.
of Rotary
ternational Association
daughter of
Bernlce, 4he
Clubs, to be held June 13 to 18. They
A.
Mr.
Mrs.
Green
J.
of Deining,
and
1
New
from
York
on
sail
will
the
June
N. M., was found dead with, her body
steamers Cameronia and Caronla.
A. S. Pmbree, self acknowledged I. jammed into a keg of water which had
W. W. leader, was sentenced from one been left in the back yard of the hqme.
to ten years In the state penitentiary The child had evidently been playing
after having been found guilty of crim- In the yard and hlid fallen Into the keg
inal syndicalism by a Jury at Wallace, and died without a struggle. She was
Idaho. On the witness stand Embre missed in the morning and the police,
declared he filled the place of William had been searching for her for some
D. Haywood as supreme officer of the tfme when a neighbor made the gruesome discovery.
I. W, W. for two months in 1918.
Tombstone, Ariz., is to have a big
One large Chicago brewery and two
other smaller ones In Illinois have been Fourth of July celebration and has
seized by agents from the Internal asked Douglas, Bisbee, Benson and
revenue office, ,It was announced on other metropolises to Join In and make
There will be
formal complaints charging them jvith It a real celebration.
mnking nnd selling beer containing many stunts carried out to make It as
f
more than
of one per cent of lively as possible. Among these will
be military baseball, boxing and other
alcohol.
,
Announcement was made of the pur- things you all like to see.
Both the Rotary and Klwanis clubs
chase of the Sheridan Motor Car Company of M uncle, Ind., from the General )f Roswell, N. M., have appointed comMotors Corporation by W. C. Durunt, mittees to assist In the wont of organformer president of General Motors, izing the new artillery batteries for the
D. A. Burke, president of the Sheridan county. The American Legion will superintend the work of recruiting.
Cpmpany, and others.

will soon resign .from his office.
Among the various rumors, that which
stands out prominently Is that Mr. Suzuki Is not in harmony with the more
radical elements in his organization.
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Parent-Teacher-

:

'

one-hal-

A friend In need Is a friend Indeed,
It is easier for some men to make
love than it Is for them to make a until liis need has been liquidated, at
any rate.
living.

Every beaver dam costs New York r A man's reputation Is but the
.
ket price of his worth.
state 1)0.

-

mar-

Health and Vigor Win in
'
The Race of Life
:

?

In these days of fast competition f iee your circulation' of the impuri- only
robust, healthy ties that are hampering your health
Thousands have
people can keep to the front.. Un- -' and progress.
healthy weaklings with disordered done this with S.S.S., the famous
old herb blood remedy.
blood are bound to fall
Get S.S.S. from your
behind. Success is yours
druggist today, and after
only if you have the
you have started taking,
snap, vigor and magnetwrite for special medical'
ism that go with a whole-Bom- e,
counsel to Chief Medical
rich blood supply.
'
Advisor, 845 Swift Lab- -,
Don't despair because
oratory, Atlanta, Georothers forge ahead of
u'iiLy'iifii
gia, It's free.
you. Start right now to
d,

'

.

S.B.S.
i

s'

writ

'

i

w

Taice so

i
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1ake a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills

i

then take 2 or 3tfor a few nights after.

CARTERS
IITTLE

You will relish your meals without feac of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They end the misery of Comtlpaiion.

IVER
PILLS

stfLzgunC

Z

Not This Side of the Pond.
Bill "There will be a lot of international sport this year." Till "Yes,
and most of It will be in Europe."

is a critic or It is

Conscience

atrophied.

'

KILL

RATS TODAY

.

,

;.

Y.L

. .Y"

':
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-
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By Using

tht Genuint

STEARNS'

ELECTRIC PASTE

The guaranteed "killer" for Rata, Mice, Oockroachpg,
Ants and Waterbues- - the greatest known carriers
of disease. They destroy both food and property.
Bteams' Hlectric Paste forces these pests to run
from the building for water and fresh air.

BEADY FOR

USE-BET-

THAN TRAPS

Directions in 16 languages in eTery box.
Two titea, 36c and 11.60. Hnough to kill 60 to 400 lata.
U. S. Government buya It,

ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
FOR THE FEET
Sprinkle one or two Allen's FootEase
in thi Foot Bath and soak and
rub the feet. It tcVes the sting out of
Corns and Bunions and smarting, aching
feet. Then for lasting comfort, shake Allen's Foot"Ease into your shoes. It takes
the friction from the shoe, rests the feet
and makes walking a delight. Always use
it for dancing parties and to 'break in new
shoes. Over One Million Fiv Hundred
Thousand pounds of Powder for the Feet
were used by our Army and Navy during
the war.

powders

Ask

for ALLEN'S FOQT'EAS

Saudi PiD; Saudi Dote; Small Price

HEPAXA MAKES THE LIVER ACIVE.
Your lazy liver needs Hepana to wake It up
and to drive away that headache, sour
stomach and that dull feeling In mind and
body. An Inactive liver causes these trouble
and better health will follow It you take
Hepana. Hepana Is a doctor's prescription
skillfully prepared by an old druggist; it's
made from roots and Is safe, effective and
reliable.
You need It. Send for Hepana,
take it and be happy. Sent promptly; responsible. 60 cents and J1.00 per box. Circular if desired. HART MEDICAL CO.. 193
Washington Street, HARTFORD, CONN.

Western Ganada
Offers lieslih sti Wealth

and has brought contentment and happiness
to thousands of home seekers and their families who have started on her FREE homesteads
or bought land at attractive prices. They have
established their own homes and secured prosperity and independence. In the great
g
sections of the prairie provinces there
is still to be hsd on easy term

Fertile Land al $15 to $33 an Aera

land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs I equally
profitable. Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantages for
I
. .it
waiijiMg, miAeu m arming

n.l.l- nd

ui

r

Stock Raisins;

make a tremendous appeal to industrious
settlers wishing to improve their circum- stances. For certificate rntitlina von
to reduced railway rates, illustrated
maps, description of farm
wyui mímica in manitoDa, a&a.
accnewan, AiDerta and tin-tub- .
Columbia, etc wnte
W. V.BENNETT
Room , Be Building,
Omaha, Mob.
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THE
State of New Mexico
Certificate of Comparison
United States of America )
)SS.
)
State of New Mexico,
.

It is Hereby Certified, that
the annexed is a full, true and
complete transcript of the
-

Certificate of Incorporation
HARDING COUNTY
ABSTRACT COMPANY
(No. 10981)

with the endorsements thereon,
as same appears on file and on
record in the office of táe estate
'

Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof,
the State Corporation
Commission
of the
State of New Mexico
ha3 caused this certificate to be1 signed by its
Chairman and the seal
(Seal) of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City
of Santa Fe on this
21st day of Manch, A.D 1921.
Hugh H. Williams, "
Chairman.
.

Attest:

of the corporation from time to
time for any of the objects or
purposes of the corporation, and
to secure the same by mortgage,
pledge, deed, of trust or other
wise;
(d) In general,to carry on
any other business in connection
with the objects and purposes
stated in this certificate, and to
have and to exercise all of the
powers conferred by the laws of
the State of New Mexico upon
carporations organized therein
and thereunder.
Article IV.
Capital Stock:
The amount
of the total authorized capital
stock of this corporation is

Thousand Dollars
($25,000). divided into two hun
dred and fifty (250) shares of
the par value of one hundred
dollars ($100) each, and the
amount of capital stock fully
paid in and with which this corporation shall commence busi
ness shall be two thousand dollars ($2,000).
Article V.
Names, Addresses and Shares
of Incorporators: ' The names
and postoffice addresses of the
Twenty-fiv- e

NOTICE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

JUNE 4. 1921.

N

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND

OFFICE at

Clay-

ton, New Mexico. May 17th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Victor E. Bixby, of Mills, New
Mexico, who, on March 19, 1918,
and May, 3rd, 1921, made Homesteads Applications No. 025873,
and No. 026063, for
SEI4-SWISWI4-SEINWiA
EV&-SE-

4,

A,

SEi4,

NEU-SWV- i,

W2-SW1- 4,

COUNTY-ABSTRAC-

.

!

.

well-kno-

:

.

--

.

-

1

ATTORNEY
AT LAW

--

i-

'ns?q
gr-uti- ng

Room 9, First Nat'l

BankBIdg,

East Las Vegas,!
New Mexico

E;

U,

1

.

Elmer E. Veeder

N&-NSection 30,
Eft- Sec.
NWI4. . and NWV4-NW31, Township 2iN, Range 25E,
N.M.P. Meridian.
.
No. 11958.
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land TREASURY DEPARTMENT
above described, before F. H. OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
OF THE CURRENCY.
his office at Roy. New Mexico.
on the 11th day 0 July, 1921.
Washington,D.C."
Claimant names as witnesses:
April 18, 1921.
Otis Arbogast, F. B. Misner,
W. M. Bruggeman, and T. M. Whereas, by satisfactory eviden
Brown, al fo Mills, New Mexico. ce presented to the undersigned,
it has bee made to appear that
Paz Valverde, v
"The First National Bank Of
Register.
Roy" in the Village of .Roy
in the Ctíunty of Harding and
WAGONER NEWS
A number of the families of State of New Mexico has comthis community are suffering plied with all the provisions of
from a serious attack of the the Statutes of the United
Spring fever". But the fine States, required to be complied
weather and the beautiful green with before an association shall
prairies encourage us and we go be authorized to commence the
on working at the weekly rou business of Banking;
tine.
Now therefore I, Thomas P.
Some of the wheat of this Kane, Acting Comptroller of the
community is begining to head Currency, do hereby certify that
and harvest will probably keep "The First National Bank Of
everyone busy on the fourth of Roy" in the Village of Roy in
July.
the County of Harding and
The young son of Mr. and State of New Mexico, is authoMrs. Carl "Weisdor'fer has been rized to commence the business
quite ill at their home South of Banking as provided in Seceast of Roy but is reported tion Fifty one hundred and sixty
'
some better now.
nine of the Revised Statutes of
Miss Leona McKinley from the United States.
Vaughn. N. M. was down and
visited her sister Pearl McKin
CONVERSION OF The Roy
ley from Wednesday until Satur
and Savings Bank, Roy
Trust
day of last week.
New.
Mexico.
The school children surprised
their teacher Miss Pearl Mc In testimony whereof witness
Kinley with a basket dinner at
hand and Seal of office this
the school house on the last my
day of April, 1921.
Eighteenth
parAll
school.
of
the
of
day
ents took well filled baskets
(SEAL)
and arrived at the school house
was
11.30
dinner
and
about
T. P. Kane
spread immediately. At 2.00
Acting Comptroller
o'clock a very nice program was
- of the Currency.
rendered by the school pupils.
The afternoon was enjoyed
NOTICE TO PUBLIC
very much by all present:
.Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Grunig All persons knowing themspent Saturday and Sunday at
Mr. or
the Elmer Nejl home near selves to be indebted to call
will
Mrs.
and
J.W.Robertson
Springer.
me
on
or
with
make
settlement
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. weisdor1921.
fer have been having to stay before June 20th, S.Brown
Fred
at home the last two Sundays '
'
Special Master
Donald
hav
son
because of ther
r
it
mg tne measies.
sometning
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Unusual for them to be staying
home so close but Donald is alDepartment of the Interior,
right again now so they will U. S. LAND OFFICE at Sanprobably makeup for lost time. ta
Fe, New Mexico.
Chas. Derew, umii vveisaor- May 20, 1921.
fer arid Carl Weisdorfer r and NOTICE is hereby given that
at George M. Tower, of Roy, Mora
families were Sunday gue3ts
"
thesIJohn .Wesdorfer home.
Co, New Mexico, who, on Máy
Miss Cornell Judy leu lues- April, 26, 1921.
i; 1918;-an- d
day ior Amarino,- xexas wnere made Addtl, Homestead Applishev will visit relatives , for a cation, No. 035743, and No.
while.
037705, for NEirSF,i4,
Rev. Cone will hold a revival
Sec.
NW.i-SEimeeting in the Wagoner school 35, SEI4-SEISec. 34, T, 19N
house dumg the coming week R. 24E, and Lots 1 and 2. Sec.
beginning Thursday June 2, 3, ownship 18N, Range 24E, N.
1921. All are invited.
M.P. Meridian.'
Ed. Weisdorfer. Edd Dean,
Has filed notice of intention
Holly Johnson and Wm. Weis- to
make Final Three Year Proof,
fishwent
dorfer and families,
to
establish claim to the land
ing last Sunday and say they above described, before F. H.
had a wonderful time but we Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
havn't seen any fish that they his office at Roy. New Mexico.
caught so we don't know.
on the 6th day of July, 1921.

incorporators of this corporation
and the number of shares subClerk.
scribed by each, the aggregate
of which is two thousand dollars
($2,000), are as follows:
Articles of Incorporation
Mora, New
U. Strong,
Chares
of
1.
share
Mexico,
$100.00
T
. HARDING
Walter R. Copien, Mora, New
COMPANY
10 shares $1,000.00
Mexico,
Mora, New
N. Sanchez,
Philip
We, the undersigned, citizens Mexico,
9 shares.
$900.00
of the United States of America.
ao nereuy associate ourselves
Article VI.
together into a corporation unThe term for which
Term:
by
der and
virtue of the provishall exist is
corporation
this
sions of the laws of the State of
years.
(50)
fifty
New Mexico, and for that purIN WITNESS WHEREOF We
pose do certify as follows :
have
hereunto set our hands and
Article I.
seals
this 15th day of March,
NAME: The name of this
corporation is Harding County A.D. 1921.
Charles U. Strong (SEAL)
Abstract Company.
(SEAL)
Walter R. Copen
II.
Article
(SEAL)
Philip N. Sanchez
Place of Business and Agent:
The location of the principal office, of this corporation, in the
State of New Mexico, is at the State of New Mexico, )
)SS.
Town of Mosquero, in the Coun)
ty of Harding and State of New County of Mora.
On this 15th day of March,
Mexico, and the name of the
agent therein and in charge 1921, before me, the undersig
thereof, and upon whom process ned, a notary public in arid for
against this corporation may be the above state and county; perserved, is Charles U. Strone. sonally appeared Charles U.
Strong, W alter R. Copien and
Mora;
' ;.:
Philip N. Sanchez,
'"Amelé' III."
; Business; . .The objects for to me to be the same persons
which this corporation is formed described in and whó; executed
the foregoing instrument, and
are:
1- To make, finish and cer- each for himself and not one
tify to abstractsof title to real for the other acknowledged that
estate and personal property lo- he signed, sealed and executed
cated in the State of New. Mex- the said instrument as his tree
act and deed.
ico.'
2- WITNESS my hand and nota
To transcribe and certify
to any and all instruments of rial seal the day and year last
record in any county in the State above written.
Stephen Sanchez
and to furnish such transcripNotary Pubic.
tions and certificates for use an
any new county, now or 'hereaf- (SEAL),
ter created or organized, and all My commission expires
Dec. '2 íyü-:.
other matters-- , in connectionn
therewith, and inv particular to
do and furnish"all such matters
ENDORSED.
and things in connection with
No; 10981
and for use in the County of
Vol. 7 Page 79
Rec'd.
Cor.
Harding.
3- Articles of Incorporation
To act as agent for insuof. - -rance companies, and to solicit
COUNTY
HARDING
applications
fire,
for
receive
and
COMPANY.
ABSTRACT
eleboiler,
casualty, plateglass,
vator, accident, health, burglary Filed in Office of State Corpo
ration Commission
rent, credit and life insurance
of New Mexico.
;
of
insurance
kinds
all
other
and
1921 11:30 A.M.
21
March
to collect premiums, and to do
Morrison,
A.L.
may
be
such other business as
Clerk.
delegated to agents by such comCompared"
panies, and to conduct a' general
insurance agency and insurance JJO to EMA.
brokerage business ;
We are closing out our Auto NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
4- To purchase, hold, : sell,
improve, and lease real estate, and Tractor oils.
Department of the Interior,
BALM BROS
and mortgage and encumber the
conmanage,
MEXICO.
- same, and to ei'ect,
NEW
SOY.
trol, care for and maintain, ex- -'
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
tend and alter buildings thereon ; NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
to conduct a general brokerage,
NOTICE is hereby given that
agency and commission business
Department of the Interior,
Meliton Lovato, of David, New
sale
purchase,
for others in the
Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
Clay
and management of real estate,
TI. s: LAND OFFICE at
and the negotiation of loans ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921 nade Addtl, Homestead Entry,
thereon; to purchase and sell NOTICE is hereby given that No. 022981, for NW'i4 of Section
nersonal property, stocks, bonds Juan Mestas. of David. New ' Township 17N, Range 32E,
and notes, and to negotiate loans Mexico, who, on April lb, iyi
Meridian.
thereon for others, and to act made Homestead fcntry, jno. N.M.P.
notice of intention
filed
Has
'
houses,
as agents for letting
023253, for WV&SW and WVi to make Final Three Year Proof,
rents
of
collection
lands, and the
NW4 of Section 4, Township to establish claim to the land
and the payment of taxes.
19N, Range 31E, N.M.P. Meri- above described, before A. A.
In furtherance of the objects dian.
Wynné, U.S. Commissioner, at
and purposes as hereinbefore
Has filed notice of intention his office in Mosquero, flew
stated, and not in limitation to make Final Three Year Proof,
ot July,
thereof nor in limitation of ge to establish claim to the land Mexico, on the 8th, day
1921.
neral powers conferred by the jihnve described, before A. A.
the laws of the State of New Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at Claimant names as witnesses :
Pedro J. Lovato, J. Olmedo
Mexico, it is further certified his office m Mosquero, iNew
that this corporation shall have Mexico, on the Oth day 01 July. Manchego, Jose B. Rael, all of
also the following powers, na- 1921.
David, New Mexico, and Reyes
mely:
names as witnesses : Olivas, of Buyeros, New.Mcxico.
Claimant
(a) To purchase, sell, disReyes Olivas, of Buyeros, New
Paz Valverde,
pose of and deal in personal pro- Mpxico. and Tiofilo Salazar. NoRegister.
perty of all kinds;
Lo
Meliton
and
"berto Gonzales
(b) To enter into, make, per- vato, of David, New Mexico.
form and carry out contracts of
Paz Valverde.
DON'T FORGET THE NEW
every kind and for any lawful
Register.
AT
CELEBRATION
COUNTY
purpose, with any person, firm,
Don't forgecriMc dance at the MOSQUERO- - JUNE 14 AND
Association or corporation;
Roy Theatre Saturday night
15th,
(c)" To issue the obligations just after the show.'
.. ...
A.L. Morrison,

DeLavel Cream Separators'
NOTICE.
year to pay.
...
J. E. Busey Company,
I am letting contract for a cement floor in my Garage, which
NOTICE
amounts to about 4500 square
We are now ready to build
as follows;
feet,
that fire proof house or rara?e 4 inchspecifications
1 inch face,
grouting,
for you, out of cement steam
2 parts, sand 3 parts, rock
cured blocks or brick, both face
(crashed to 2 in.) 1 part, cement
or common finish. This is the ton
sand 1 Dart cement.
hollow wall system which means
to furnish all mate
Contractor
a dry house, we also do General
will furnish rock (not
or
I
rial,
Contracting and Carpenter and crushed) sand and water, give
Mill work.
figures both ways.
'Roy cement Products Co.
Send bids sealed to R. A. Pen
John H. Hornbaker, Prop.
dleton, Roy, New Mexico. Bids
Roy, NJH.
will be opened June 1st
ft

1

1'.

at

adobes""

plenty of them
I will make you Adobes and
lay them in the wall for $35.00
per thoasand, you to furnish the
ground and water.
I have had 25 years experience and guarantee my work. Let
me figure with you on that buil
ding you are contemplating.

2

P. M.

MONEY; MONEY.
We
much do vou want?
$100,000 to loan on
at 10 percent; long time
TeN us
quick payments.
finance troubles, we can
'
you.
Schultz and Johnson.
Real-Esta-

How

have

te

and
your
neip
(íAu

BAUM BROTHERS ARE
SELLING ONE MINUTE
MACHINES
WASHING
INSTALLMENT
ON THE
.
PLAN FOR A DOLLAR
DOWN AND YOU PAY
BALANCE OUT OF YOUR CREAM CHECK
WRINGERS FROM $1.00
TO $10.00. CALL AND
SEE THEM

Jose Alcario Griego,
Roy, New Mexico.

Call

I. C. Dodds
For

Auto Livery
guarantee to get you there and

get you back.
Telephone Dodds,

j
1

.

i

'
.

Baum Bros.

ABCO MASTER BATTERY

w
G

Guaranteed 15 months.
MC311A Fits 50 per cent of cars in use today, retails for $28.00
EXCHANGE PRICE $25.00
.

v

j The MC 607A Dodge battery retails for $36.00 and the exchange price is $33.00 These prices cannot be beat. For repair
We are!
work on Generators, Starters, Magnetos or Batteries.
seperalists, Battery repairs carry the EIGHT MONTHS GUÁ
'

RANTEE.

ANDERSON BATTERY
COMPANY

-

Batteries tested and water free.

it;

4,

.

4,

-

''

E. J. H. Roy
Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department of th

Claimant names as witneses:
Oscar Kidd, Luther Corneal,
Webb Kidd and A. I. Burleson,
all of Roy, New Mexico.

Interior Contests, etc

A. M. Bergere,

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
ton, New Mexico. May 17th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Harry E. Staffórd, of Roy, New
Mexico, who, on September 14th
1918, made Homestead Entry,
No. 025178, for SEit; Sec. 22
SEI4-NEI-

Ni2-NE- A,

,,

NEVi- -

Sec. 27. wiWi;
and SIVNW1.4. Section 34, To
wnship 19N, Range 25E, N.M.
P. Meridian
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the ni
above described, before
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy. New Mexico.
on the 15th day, of July, 1921.
Claimant names as witneses i
R. L. Sansbury, Webb Kidd,
J. II. Sansbury, and R.R. Leach;
all of Roy, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

SEV4,

S'á-S- A,

t

.

.

,

Kegiaer.

ma
r
13)
11

In
it

A

ii

11

CENTS

cash

O CENTS
'

fT1T

OTLI

SATURDAY WE WILL
1

OPEN A PACKER OF
D WIGHT'S ICE' CREM
Come in and try it

Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
G.M.LEWIS Prop.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

JUNE 4, 1921.

N

BRAND

FATJO'S- - HONEY

Fancy Comb

SPANISH-AMERICA- N
'

'

'

"

THE SPANISH, AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
J
Frank L. Schultz Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson Associate Editor. .;
Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year

ffiiij.-j- l

rai'Dr, attha jHtjffice

jnnl-jU-

ai

in Roy, New Mexico

Bedhead Program Opens
Chautauqua.

Liberty School closed
last Saturay, end was attended
by a number of the patrons, ice
cream and cake was grand, and
served until all were pleased to
cease eating and listen to a
short program. Then adieus
were said Mrs. Folk, and each
was glad to know that Mrs. Fulk
would return to them next year.
Little Miss Lillian Nugen receiv
ed the prize in the spelling con
test, .which was a silver spoon.
Misses Opal Stuart and Edna
Nugen has the honor of being
the most obedient, pupils of the
term, neither of them were re
buked during the 'term.'
Mr. and Mrs. T. . Ogden. Geo
Lucas and family, Misses Irene
The

(
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Nowlin and Nola Canon, Messrs

,

day School Convention at Mills
The Sunday Scho
VERNON GRIMES.
ol Convention was not all that
The Vernon Grimes Dramatic Duo caused Mr. Fox to be in Mills,
which starts the big Chautauqua pro- as it seems he is a regular yisi
gram this year is led by a real red- tor to Mills lately.
head, and she's proud of it- Like all
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Wood
redheaded people, Vernon Grimes is an; were business visitors to
full of fun and brimming over with
Roy Saturday.
personality. She is naturally an enMrs. D. P. Moore is suffering
tertainer and then she has spent years
before audiences ao she is- doubly frcm a severe case of stomach

.

-

ber assistant give tiouble.
sketches, readings, pantomime and
Master. Dennis Stuart has
songs and piano numbtes. They have been quite ill the past week, we
some laughablo dramatic acts and hope
for his speedy recovery.
they keep the program moving at a
Mrs.
Martha McGuire of Las
rpid rate. The redhead program it
one of the Chautauqua features; af- Vegas is here visiting the parter it's over you'U vote H one of your ental D. P. Moore home, and her
sisters Mesdames Carl and Don
favorites.
and

Nugen.
Miss Freída Mitchell, who
FOLLOW THE CROWDS.
has been attending. High School
in Raton, returned home last
Bring in your old tires, we fix Saturday. Miss Mitchell graduated this year, and will be ready
them up as good as new, ,.
to enter college or, some line of
work after a vacation, many
Bagwell & Nickens
friends will welcome her back to
Expert Vuícanizers.'
the community.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

V""

--

-

It
Pays

"

'

J:;

:

The FIRST NATIONAL

Mills, N. M.

v

Protection
Under U. S. Government
Supervision
.,

Surplus 60,000.
A Good Bank For Everyone ..

Capital

8c

etery without permission from
the Cemetery Board, which is
composed of W. G. Johnson, R.
E. S. Ireland,' Loan appraiser
Lopez and A. Patricks.
for the American Natonal Insui
ance Co. was in Roy this week
Messers Roberts and Olver of
appraising loans for Schultz Amarillo, Texas and owners of
and Johnson. They had about the Roberts and Olver Lumber
$25,000 worth of loans approved Company of this, place were in
at this time and are now taking town last Saturday and Monday
applications for the next inspec looking after their business intion which will be the fore part terests. They made a pleasant
;
of July.
while here and
call on the
Several from Roy and vici informed us that they expected
nity attended the funeral of Mr. to do some heavy advertising in
Tinker at Mosquero last Thurs- the
These gentlemen are
day.
hustlers and are going to see
that they get their share of bus
Mrs. J. J. Jackson is having, a iness.
... ,
.
pleasant visit with her daugh
L. H. Brock of Abbott was a
.'...-.
ter at Las Vegas.
Several from here attended business visitor in Roy and the
'
the Memorial; Day program at County Seat Tuesday.

Dates at this office.

S-- A.

S-- A.

.

.

,

'

'."

Roy on. Decoration Day.The many Hail Insurance
Now. really did you not enjoy
Agents of Roy and -- Mills- have the band music last Monday.?
been quite bus jr. in this locality Well then, why not tell them so;
,
the, past week. . .,
They, apprecaté it arid it;woiYt
hurt ' you at ' all to ' tell them
what you think of their work!
They have , spent "many long
hours arid burned midnight oil
building for you a band that you
would be proud of, and now that
they are giving us concerts lets
show our appreciation.
-

.

.

,

.

WEEKLY NEWS

ROY. NEW MEXICO. JUNE 4, 1921.

The Only National Bank in lhc
Couniy Its many safeguards for the
Peoples, money: Jfs large capital and
surplus. lis aleii: Board of Direcfors.
Its conservative policg ere for Your

added improvements made The
blue prints .will be out within a
few. weeks and the Board will
be ready to give deeds to the
lots by the latter part of July.
Remember the Roy Cemetery
is owned by the Village of Roy
and you cannot bury in the cem-

T

DANBY

Look at These Prices

A.
'

"

-

With'

.

.

1

P FLOERSHEÍJVI

Bank

-

.

AUCTIONEER

last Sunday.

She

,

.

Tracy, Mitchell, Harry Stuart
and Jack Fox attended the Sun

good.

.'

.'

number of Brand folks at?
Retailed by all
r .
tended
the dai.ee at the Case
Leading Groctrs
home- - Saturday night. All reItalian Bees and Queens
port a fine time.
Mr. and Mr?. Roy. Freeman re
P.O.Box, Springer, New Mex. cived word- that their son Ralph
had accidently shot himself
through the foot with a 22 rifle
Dependable Baitery ; Service; but is getting aloiig fine.
Fred Davis and family were
all work guaranteed.
visiting
the Pleasant View
Company.
E.
busey
J.
neighborhood Sunday.
O. J. Kershner was the Sun.
.
NOTICE
I have located in Roy and day guest of the Beard Eros.
J. M. Johnson and family,
expect to make it my heme.
Roy Freeman and wife wer the
Sunday guests at the J. G.
I am a painter, paper hanGreen home.
ger and decorator. Those
Rev. Jordan of Gladstone will
wishing any thing done in
preach Sunday, at 2. P. M.
these lines, call on me and
I will guarantee you absoluStreet Commissioner Grunig
te satisfaction.
has finished grading the streets
will appreciate your business and walks in the Roy Cemetery
and treat you right.
the survey work is completed
W. H. McANALLY.
and the Cemetery Board are
busy now having
wire
Roy, New Mexico.
fence put around the cemetery
and new gates and many other
A

.

LIBERTY

i

Chico

Fatjo Apiaries i

VERNON GEIMES DUO.

1

week.
:

AUGCBT J7. IBIS

KU1S?IHU

a business
the first of the

L. Kimmcl made

trip near

For sale by the case
and in 5 gal. cans

'

Published by

Extracted Honey

:

R. Lopez was a business

visi-

tor in Raton the first of the

week.

Mr. R. L. Gibson of Gould
Oklahoma visited at the
home last week. Mr. Gib
son also visited friends at Wagon Mound while here. '. '
Gil-str-

ap

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals will be ' received by the County Board of Ed-- ''
ucation of the County of Mora.
'few Mexico, in the nffina nf MGrace Ogden, President of the
said Board, Mora, New Mexico-u- p
tó 12 o'clock noon, 4he 6th
day of Junee, 1921, for the construction of a Public School House, according to the Plans and
Spefications prepared by E.W.
Hart, Architct, and said build-ing ;to ;be built at Mora.' New
iuexico, ' .'in
witnm
saidi (Jounty pi
'
-

P. II. Connelly came, in from
Dacpníá, Oklahoma last week
and is looking over his rancth iii
terests in and around Roy. Mr
Connelly is well pleased with
the. crop outlook and says Oklahoma has only
of a erop Mora.!

this year.

.

A certified check ' made ta va- -:
Attend the Roy Chautauqua ble to the said County Board of
to 1 8th. a , j ?.
June
j; f. uuuwiiuii, tuiiuuiimigi w o percent bf the proposal submitted,
musí: accomnanv éach hid' as
: ; jmÍrt dog is spike.
guarantee thát the contractor ": '
a
'
j Assists in Magic.
vtill enter into a contract .and
furnish a sroód suretv lond to
be approved by the 'said Board"'1
in tne sum ot 33 &1-- 3 per cent'
Of the amount of said rvnrnKnf
for thé construction of said buil- ding. . The Board hereby reser- - '
ves the rteht to reiect anv
"
1
"

í

l,

-

"'

s

.

"

1

,

Mrs. E. D. Choate of Solaiio
was in Roy Tuesday. We understand that she is an applicant for one of the places in the
Roy Schools. We believe Mrs.
Choate would make an excellent
eight grade teacher and would
like io see the Board give her
this position. '

all bids.'

i

(iV.
IJJ

-

'

Plans and srjecifications rin
be seen! at the nffirp nf Mra
Grace Ogden, President of said
Board of Education at the Coun- ty Court House, Mora, New

'

.
Mexico. '
County Board of Education' of '";
th County of Mora, New Mexico. '
By
Mrs. Grace Ogden,
'
jrxesiuent,
county
Mora
1 '"
Board of Education. '
'

J

i?l I3Í

'

W. L. Russel returned to Roy
Attest: '"
Tuesday from his honey moon
j
Mrs. Addie Cássiáy
trip, but Mrs. Russel did not re
BECKER .' ANO. SPIKE. .
boys
turn with him as the
of the
Secretary, Mora County
Spike, the Dog, Is Becker's aasistr
town expected, as she is visiting
Board of Education '
her parents at Rosebud for a lot in tbe big magic and mystery
'at Chautauqua this year
few days", before they ' go to
Becker says- Spike floes better i Rev. Father Vachon attended
housekeeping Jri Roy. However Mr.
the funeral of Mrs. R; P. Shaya
:han moBt buraan assistants would
the boys say they will wait and and then he knoww enough not to talk at East Vaughn last Sunday.'
".on much.
Spike enjoy his work The Rev Father had charge of '
then?'
thoroughly and does some striking the funeral
sendees.
; A N. Hanson is in Tucumcari
ihings in the great, demonstrations.
Ho boasts the distinction of being the '
this week on business.
S. David and" Joé Macaron,
Wednesday Mr7 Shaw of the inly dog on the Chautauqua platform. two prominent
merchants of
Gladstone neighborhood
brot
Springer attended ie funeral
his wife in to the Plurnlee HosDon't forget the Roy Chau- of Mrs. R. P. Shaya last Saturpital v where she Underwent a tauqua June 14,' to 18th. . .
day.
very serious' - operation.
At
present she is Reported on the
toad to recovery. '
.

'

RROW

Collars
ANOTHER NEW

2lb CAN PLUMS..;'.?.

.

2W CAN. PEACHES

;

2Jlb

ARROW""

;,:

J

'.

When

it corrxs to. collar

;,

'

-

. .

..

CAN BLACKBERRIES

. ..

.

.......

v.

I .

.'27c"

. . .

:

r 27c

A GOOD HIGH GRADE FRUIT
'i

26c

,

styles-

for the ARROW brand,
as it gives you the latest.

look

.

.

.

NOTICE

It

isn't a Uniortall, unless it's

a LEE.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior

'

LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that

U, S.

LEE Unionalls and Overalls
are made to fit and wear.

Whether they are for men or
boy's, the same

careful

work-rcansh-

ip

goes into the garments
and the
uscu..

finest

materials are

After you once wear a LEE,
you will always insist on LEE
work clothes.
'
--

f.

:

August C. Eeljer heir for the
heirs of Bernard A. Beller, deceased, of Buyeres, Union Co.
N.,M.,:who, on April 16th, 1918
Application
made Homestead
No. 022947, for NW14; Secton
17, Township 19 N, Range 31 E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before. F." H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on July 18,
1921.

Claimant names as witnessess:.
Nicklaus Hayoz , Pedro Texies
and Albert J. Beller of Buey eres
New Mexico' and Frank
Jr.of Albert, New Mexico
mi. - PAZ VAL VERDE,
Register.!
turn ammJki&i-.

Hei-ma-

'

.

;

9

'

BEFORE INSURING YOUR
WHEAT CROP DON'T FAIL TO
FIND OUT ABOUT

OUR
SPECIAL PROPOSITION

on

.

:

hail insurance
,

Address all inquiries to ;

McCar

nn

.

:

Hooper

ROYT NEW MEXICO.

.v'WE INSURE ANYTHING

AGAINST EVERYTHING"

.

;

V

TUB

STs; CONVENTION

County Seat
') News

MOSQUERO

AT MILLS

The Fifth Sunday School Con
vention, (which was preiously
known as the East Mora Co.
Bible School Association) met
;vith the Mills Bible School last
Sundáy; an address at 11 A. M,
by Rev. Warren Jett of Chataeu
Ogden
Sr Cofreposndent) IJill was both pleasing and inter(Irvin
esting, the noon hour as usual
We could get further with" the on these occasions was abánquet
news of Roy this time than with hour, and every one enjoyed
the news from the county seat, the hour immensely, then the
after our trip there Saturday business session was conducted
and back Monday; It was a fine by Mr. Bartmess, Vice Pres.
trip, roads not bad and we mis- and the chief business on thissed the local showers both ways fwork, was the naming of the con
by a narrow margin in some pla vention, it was unaminously vot
ces, made it all right on the lit ed to be "The Harding Co. Bible
tie Ford truck with a lo'ad of School Convention", this gives
oats going and a load of corn each school in the new county
coming back. Could dispose of the privledgé to be members of
a lot of com here if I only had the Convention . following the
it, but; it's a long haul. Price business hour, a splendid adWagon Mound dress was delivered by Rev. H.
$1.50 per cwt.
C. Jett of Chateau Hill, and. the
buyers wanted it at $1.30
We are delayed in reporting "Harding County Bible School
the new girl at the Fabian Cha- Convention was invited by the
vez home. Shearrved four wee-"k- s Rev's. Jetts to a. call at Chateau
ago, but Fabian is too consi- Hill the 4th Sundáy' in June, to
derate to parade his good for- help them boost the Sunday
tune before his less fortunate School.
The round table was conducfrends, so he didn't tell us about
ted by Mrsi Geo Lucas, being
it.
The Mora County Institute ope ably assisted by Rev's. Jett, Ter
ned Monday with an enrollment ral. and Mr. Bartmess. v
The next meeting will be held
of 40 the first day, many are enrolling today, and there will be at Solano New Mexico on July
50 or 60 all told here, and quite 31,. 1921.
a large attendance is lined up
for the- two weeks at Roy, the
last of; June and ..first of July,
"
SIX' ""
These are all teachers, as none
under 8th grade are allowed to
enroll.
,
Another ball game Sunday
with Holman on the Mora diaWITH
mond resulted in another victory for Mora,
,
Holman celebrated Memorial,
day. After a suitable, memorial
program they had sports, races,
etc. All Mora who could, went

Items of Interest
From our Mora

-

-

-

GILLETTE
Blades
Holder

14-1- 2.

,

$1?5

up and enjoyed it with our nei" .,
ghbor town.
Mr. and Mrs.. Jose Florence,
returned this week from their,
bridal trip" to Denver. ' They
eeem so well pleased with their
new relations, that a lot of other
young people are taking notes
and the result is, only, toQ obviously, a bboni .in the matrimonial lharket this ."'summer.
June roses and ' orange bios- -'
soms are going to lop the official
flowers "here for:'a while.
ft'alí ,on the gris, Mora
girls aré intestable and the boys
are helplessi under the spell of
their charms.
A swell church .wedding last
Wednesday', .united the lives pf
Miss Anita Archuleta and Mr.
"Pete" Trambley, both of Mora.
The big church was filed with
friends .to witness the solemn
ceremony, and many came to
the home' of the brides parents
for the wedding breakfast.
The bride. is a daughter of Mrs
Pacheco", of Mora, and has been
teaching in the rural Schools the
past term, one of the towns most charming young ládies. The
groom is the head of the film
of Trambley Bros, owners, of the
Mora Garage, an expert mcha-nia good business, man, and
we'll say hes not a bad looker,
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Trambley
of Mora,. His father is associated with Milnor, Rudolph, Sr. in
running, the Mora Mill and one
of the oldest and best families,
in the valley. The young people
are off on a honeymoon, but
they wouldn't tell thejr friends
where they were going.
Trout fishing season, r is now
on in the mountain streams, we
have our licences '.all ready and
shall expect the county clerk to
guarantee that we can catch
fish with them as well as escape
the game wardens.
We have number 'of tempting
invitations to go fishing and
shall not over look them all.
Ben Brown, of Mosquero, is
evidently trying to show how
brave he is, just because he picked on us and the Mills Cos.;
iá no sign it's safe for him to
start something real
on the; Bradley Co- rIf he gets in his bluff on her
too, we may expect him to go
with a buzz-samonkeying
next.
How would it be to stage a
free-fo- r
all scrap for the county
celebration with Ben and us as
principals with the understanding that we are to have the assistance of all other Correspondents he has been quarreling
with? That ought to draw i.

PREPAID
'

Case

In Attractive

,
-

Satisfacton

ot
.,
'

Guaranteed'

Money Refunded

This offer for a limited
time only.
,
money
by
order
Remit
or cash (no stamps)
j

,

,

c,

.

r

w

'

crowd.
The wheat on the Mesa, where
it is good, looked mighty good
to us while wc weie there, and
we're coming back to help harvest our share of it in July.
The celebration ' of "Corpus
Christi" Sunday was very impressive, a, very, large parade
marched .the . principal streets

JÜNE 4, 1921.

N

' Only Í0 more days and
it Will
be Roy, Harding County, New
Mexico, if you please. Just as
well now begin learning to write
it Harding County. It don't
scund bad does it.?

MENTIRAS

Fine weather and growing
crops and fattening stock are
all helping out to decorate the
I
Mesa for the big entertainment
and celebration on the 14th and
:
Pat Ledóux arid wife are"
15th.
over fthew arrival .of a
Born-rio- Mr.
.; Notwithstanding
and Mrs.. Chas.
Pratt a fine baby boy on Memo-ra- il sweet little, girl - that coine r to
, .the many attempts
Day. Dr. Daniel reports theiK home last Saturday, .May.
to make saving easy
both mother and child doing 28th: "Dr: Self reports ' that
-- sort of "painless
Pat and the wife and. baby are
well.
Mrs.' Cory who has been quite all doing nicely 'and that, she
:
J J -- saving is hard wo- at :date of
" 'r.
f
sick for some time ; is growing weighed 8 big pounds
'
33
arrival.
I
rk. Each dollar sa- steadily worse and is now quite
weak and fee ble. But little
ved repsesents one
J, Floersheim left for
hopes are entertained for her
hundred cents of
final recovery.
and Denver last Saturday
Mr. Bruning, from French, is He spent Decoration Dav at
looking over the county seát Trinidad and attended the exerwith a view of locating here in cises at the Trinidad cemetery.
It is the purpose of this advertisemethe near future and engaging
to remind the váge earners of thi&
nt
in the carpentering and contracRev. Dawn of Raton
vicinity
of the oliV and .reliable method
ting business.
Sunday morning and evening
:' oxaving money.
Memorial Day, or as it is at the Baptist church. He v ill
more commonly called, Decora also preach atrain tomorrow.
tion Day, was fittingly observed Sunday both morning and even. An account in the Citizens State Bank
at Mosquero the 30th. The ing.
offers
á fair return on' the money, coup-le- d
American Legión Boys took
with absolute s.e curity. A small decharge of aíiáirs and under
Mrs. Milton Floersheim
posit will start one. v ...".
their direction the 'two- cemefriends and relatves in
tery's were visited and the
this week.
graves of the veterans fittingly
decorated. A short addiess
B. F.' Brown of Mosquero was
was delivered by Benj.
K a business visitor in. Roy Satur
MiilsNewMexico
Brown, Spanish War Veteran day. Ben says all " arrangeflowers presented to the sold- ments have been completed for
iers by the little girls and the the big celebration at Mosquero
graves decorated and given June 14th and 15th.
military honors by the veterans
On Sunday
afternoon the
NOTICE
Baseball team from Roy came
There will be a meeting of
down and proceeded to wipe up the Farmers' Mutual Hail AssoWE HAVL3
on the Mosquero team. The ciation at Judge Foster's office
home boys played good ball but Saturdays afternoon, Juné 4th,
Free Air and all the accessories thereto to the
Every farmer
the visiting team played enough at 2.30 P. M.
'
accomodiations in our garage.
better that they ' made a score interested is requested to be
of nineteen, or some ridiculous present so "we can decide whethREMEMBER WE EMPLOY ONLY EXPERT
and outlandish number, we have er we will write insurance this
' '
MECHANICS, AND GUARANTEE ALL OF
forgotten the exact amount, year or not.
scored
local
team
while the
.
OUR WORK.
i.:'
Mosquero, and Harding Countwice. We have no description
of the game to give. It would ty respectfully request the presGive us a chance and be convinced;
be humiliating to, us and flatter ence of yourself and family and
ing to Roy and we don't believe any friends to whom you may
H
THE SERVICE GARAGE
in flattery anyhow. We like wish to show an exceptionally
the Roy boys but we don't want good time, at the first annual
SPARK PLUG SPECIAL
to put Roy to the (expense of Harding County Birthday Party
buying new headgear tor their which w3I' be "held at Mosquero
BETHLEHEM SPARK PLUGS' FOR FORDS
ball team so we .retrain from de- on June 14th and 15th, to cele'
"
'
tailed, partiuláfs Of this ball brate the creation of the New
wr
game: Also candor compels us County;
By order of the Committee
to admit that our sympathy
'
Other sizes 90c .'
;
on Invitations and Publicitor the home team thai striven
; THIS IS A PLUG THAT IS .GUARANTEED.
manfully and well 'under, over;
whelming odds causes us to
All late model Fords are equipped with Bethlehem
be. inconvenient,
for do- -.
draw !the veil' of ; silence ;,over . yould
IjJil
'11. JV
'
reasons,
anmesuc
omnn
men
"
ganie"
of
Our'
the results
.the',
,
Spark Plugs- .- ó ' '
feelings, we're somewhat; soothed nounced' that ' the competition
however, the next day when for the.'punk cigar would comRAYMOND PENDLETON & GERALD DODDS
''
we attended the game between mend Subject 8 be "The big
;:
'
T
'i -- . ;
s known"
gest
I
liar,
have
evr
Roy and Dawson and. witnessed
'the
Hubert; West said that
"big
the defeat of the Dawson team gest
liar that he.ever knew was
with overwhelming' odds.!,
lawyer", where upon objection
C.' A Smith, manager of' tho
neither sympathy, for. Dawson awas
Alton Hammock who. has
made, to including lawyers'
nor of
the Roy
school at Coman Wilson Co. was in Royon busiattending
been
no one else would have a
team shall restrain us and we as
Okla. the past term return- ness the first of the week. Mr.
show
objection waa sus- che,
arise to remark that the Roy tained,and theannouncement
ed home Thursday. He has Smith was on his'' way": to Mosand
made
pitcher did wonderful work, reso the past winter that quero to look after the Wilson
that a - speciáí competion for grown
scarcely
knew him.
ceived great support from the lawyers
interests at that place.. .
.
we
would be held at a fuentire team, that their catcher ture meeting.
Cottingham said
is a real ball r'ayer, that Hutic
"Báck
in
Indiana
that
there was
v
playedfirst baso .is ,vii!:.-oi- ' an editór, but West then
objec"special me ui u and that the
to, editors being allowed to
ted
Dawson team, !. ice the
enter ai a subject for competiteanv was simply out tion, remarking
'
that as liars
il.'isV'i sr.il r.ot only .that, but
they
should be in a class to
the Dawson team played "rot- themselves, also.
The objecten ball". .The fact that- tht
tion was also sustained and v
The rcir.rk.b;o performance cf the
Mosquero team was defeated by special' competion
'
edit-oCilPull tractor is due iA,Terge pert tJ
for
tue Mills, team- on Memorial only announced foi a future
its dependable, lubrication sitcrr;
for without thorough jd constant
Day has nothing to do with the meeting;
Judge McGlothlir
J ubricction, trclillcsad cestructioi
case and we refuse to mention then arose and said that the bif
'
uicl.:y ícUow.
,'.,.
it. We still insist .that the, gest liar, that he ever knew
The tractor really ridei on a film of
county seat has a baseball team
oldj farmer back in Texas
oil end the more perfect this film is
and a good one and that while "As a liar he became so nctri-oui
maii.Uhad t'ie mere perfect is tl.e
we aré slow about getting start
operEtion of the tractor cn J the longer its life.
that none of his neighbor'
ed, that we will come, out of would believe him even when he
The Rum.'Iy OilPull is distinguished above other tractors became
the slump and clean up the was repeating the Lord's Prcyei'
it gives ftvga the assurance olporfect lubrication because it
has two main systems cf lubrication rather than one.
rest of the Mesa teams before "One Simday he told me that
the season is over.- fresh oil, Madison-KipFirst, there is the positive,
my mules had falle ir
one
lubricatcr which pumps fresh oil, crop by drop, to all t.í, major
The Mentiras Club at it's the cistern and I huiried home
moving parts
cylincer, picton, crsxkshaft, bear;.Tgs, etc".
reports to find Txth mules in the barn
last regular session
y!
ther
Second,
designers
of t'.ie OüPull, to be sure of unquestioned
that but few members, ere pres and' the cistern in it's usual
dependability of lubrication, have added the splash system which
enf , that a moonshine .party well ' covered condition". "Be
throws a constant prsy of oil to all the moving parts within the
I
was being held down,; in the lieve me," said the Judge, I wai
motor, governor and other v:tal parts.
I
canyons, that they
sore and determined to tell liirr j
This is but one of the many features responsible for the, OilPuIl's
to compete with that kind of a just what I thought of his
remarkable record of pirfar .nance which rmkes the 0;t?ull
party, as an attraction and that
supreme ia quality," and cheapest in cost psr year of service.
'The next time. I pass
consequently the proceedings ed by his house.'. the' old fellow
Four sizes ere built
I"
and
E
were very tame. Vice Presi was sitting cut oil the porch anc'
dent Fracis Smith annóuncec I stopped' and yelled at him--'
he had returned to 'take charge "Say, you old reprobate.'-- ' c.xí'í
that having got lost from the you, tell me another lie, like the
of the Mentiras Club and that one you told me Sunday?" Soi
Andeíepn Brothers Roy, (. Ney
during the absence of President ry, replied the old man rushing
Kingsbury that he would pre- out, but I ha vent time now and.
side. Fred Brown from Roy yotfTiavent time to listen, anymoved that a contest be held how". "One "éf the neighbors
for the' best poetry and said just telephoned me, to watch for
that;'he had just composed a you on the road, and tell you tc
poem that had old Bill Shake hurry home, that your vviiew'ts
speare backed ,oíi m a corner sick,' the cows, in the wheat and
and hollering for help out upon the house on fire.' I whipped
objection of Frank Roy who up the old horse, galloped down
said that he was acquainted the road with the old buggy rrt
with Brown's poetry and streu- - tling at every crook and turn
ously objected to inflicting any and drove into the yard to
e
of it on the Club at this time
of my wife who informed
V
111:
J
the motion was declared out of me that I ousrht to have known
'v-rrTrr,rold
order and Brown retired to a better than to believe
corner for the rest of the ses- liar , anyhow.
He was sure
sion. Remijio López then mov- some' liar" remarked the Judge,
ed that the next meeting of the as lie eat down and coolv liirht- Club be held at Roy to which ed up 'thí puní; dear th- -t was
objection was made by Fred Í liU.i vcu
i ill I! Ill
j,
k. .j.,v i.
.l!jí'vft. ttr.. ' l
Brown on Chc't-ousd- f
,
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and the services; were attended
by all. Decoratione were very
'.',
elaborate. ;;
The Cadmean ' Chautauqua
will be in Mora June 10 to 14
with their regular program, The
guarantors are busy selling tic-- ;
kets in advance and hope to get
out on the guarantee.. It is some
undertaking to put over á Chautauqua here but, they did it last
year, and have a small balance,
v.
in the bank.
S.:Paying taxes is the busy session Tuesday being the last day
on the ,last half without penalty
attaching. The Santa Fe road
came across Monday with their
$23,998.47 their last half and
the total business Monday was
a thousand dollars more, not bad
for a holiday. The office could
have been, but the Treasurer
thought it was his- business to
get the money, so he stuck at
he office.
The bond election for the new
Consolidated district at Nolan,
and vicinity, was held Saturday.
The comunity was united for a
new Consolidated, .School buil :
ing, but they voted down the
bonds 102 to 44, This in spite
of a special meeting with the
State Supt. present and his pre- -'
sence, also all day at the elec
tion . The action was a protest
by the people against what they
oeueve' was tne usurpation oi
their rights, a wrongful use of
the County Unit law. They preferred to be left- - up in the air
with a chance to try again ra
ther than vote to mortgage th
eir children for aschool when
they believed they would not
get what they want and should
have for the money.
This is but the .beginning of
an awakening of the people to
fight for their rights in the
most important thing to every
parent, the education of their
children.
We expect to see the people
thoroughly aroused to the deception and demand control of
their Schools by the people' instead of by a method that places the control of all the rural
chools' under the direct control
of the Judiciary, with unlimi
ted power; that can be directed
to politicajjeiic!.'?.; .y .j .. ..
::;
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NOTICE 03? si'dClAir:
BRADLEY
Every one enjoyed the fine
MASTER SALE
Department of the Interior,
rain last week, quite a bit of
Department of the Interior,
In the District Court,
hail fell with it but did no damWhereas,, by virtue of authoCounty" of Mora.
"
U.
ClayS.
LAND
age to the wheat. We hear rity vested in me, as special masat
OFFICE
U. S. LAND OFFICE at ClayPete Tadusz, Plaintiff
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
quite a few of the women com- ter, named and appointed by the
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921 No. 2786
VS.
NOTICE
about their gardens be- court in a certain judgment and
plaining
is
hereby
given
that
NOTICE is hereby given that Stafa Binas Taduasz, Defendant
Tiofilo Salazar, of David, New
ing hailed out.
decree made and rendered on
Noberto Gonzales, of David, '
To the said defendant. Stafa Mexico, who, on ApriJ 13, 1918,
We were glad to see so many the 11th day of May, A.D. 1921,
New Mexico, who, on April 13,
out to church. All enjoyed the by the District Court in and for
1918, made Homestead Entry Dinas Tadusz, Greeting: You made Homestead Entry, No.
fine sermon rendered by the the county of Mora, wherein Ad-dNo. 022863, for E'2 NEyi and are hereby notified that a suit 023254, for SWVt of Section 25,
has been commenced Township 18N, Range 29E, N.M.
new minister of Mills. Mills are
Robertson, was plaintiff, and
hji.tbhyi of bection 5, Township in Equity
to be cbngratulated upon their John W. Robertson, was defenKange31E, N.M.P. Men against you in the District Court P. Meridian.
for the County of Mora, State
Has filed notice of intention
fine minister they have now.
dant, said cause being numbered
dian.
New Mexico, by said Pete to make Final Three Year Proof,
of
There will be services again 2784. on the Docket of said
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, Tadusz, whereby he seeks a de- to establish claim to the land
the third Sunday of June, all court, I will offer for sale and
to establish claim to the land cree of divorce from said defen- above described, before A. A.
are invited to come at 3. P. M. sell on the 20th day of June,
and don't forget our Sunday A,D. 1921, between the legal
above described, before A. A. dant upon the ground of deser- Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at tion, that unless you enter or his office' in Mosquero, New
School at 2. P. M.
hours of sale thereof, to wit,
Tell Bradley and Al Claud between the hours of 1Q o'clock
his office in Mosquero, New caused to be entered, your ap- Mexico, on the 6th day of July.
Mexico, on the 6th day of July, pearance in said suit on or be- 1921.
are plowing sod on W. R's. new AM and setting of the sun, at
fore the 1st, day of July, A. D. Claimant names as witnesses:
1921.
public auction, to the best and
.
home place near Solano.
Eusebio Montano, of Albert,
highest bidder for cash in hand,
Claimant names as witnesses: 1921, decree PRO CONFESSO
out
were
Mr. and Mrs. Blake
property to be removed until
Tiofilo Salazar, Juan Mestas. therein will be rendered against New Mexico, Juan Mestas, of
no
among Bradley folks Sunday.
David, New Mexico. Juan T.
Meliton Lovato and J. Olmedo you.
full settlement is made thereof.
M. L. Woods is having him a all of the property, both real
Manchego. all of David, New
Cosme R. Garcia,
Montano, of Albert, New Mexico
and
He has been personal belonging to the Addie
Clerk. and Noberto Gonzales, of David,
new
Mexico.
D. S. Durrin
having trouble with his old one Robertson, and John W. Robert
Paz Valverde,
New Mexico.
for some time.
Register.
son, and will be sold at the Ro-- "
Attorney for Plaintiff.'
Paz Valverde,
Bradley
A
visited
few
the
home east of Roy, near
bertson
- Register.
Solano, New Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Cemetery Sunday and Monday the Pleasant View School House.
and and fixed up some of the graves
Department of the Interior,
a host of other relatives and
R. B.' Smith and Lysle Hazen
LIST OF REAL ESTATE
I
friends as was shown by the visited T. A. Rice Sunday and
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Claymany beautiful flowers.
helped break a colt to work.
School Section 16, in TownPURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESIVE
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
At the age of 22 he was con
Grandma and Grandpa Hazen ship 27 north, Range 27 east,
NOTICE is hereby given that
is what your CALVES need.
verted to God. and joined the are veiy busy raising chickens containing 640 acres, being an
Luisita Speny of David, New
Methodist church; He was an and setting" incubators, they agricultural lease from the State
DO NOT DELAY..
Mexico, who, on April 16, 1918,
honored member in this church now have 3 going. We are of New Mexico, with an unexpiAgent'
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
made Homestead Entry, No.
and served acceptably as class glad to see Grandma able to be red term of four years, together
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
023168, for SE'4 of Section 25,
leader and as Sunday school out once again.
with all improvements thereon;
Roy. New Mexico.
Township 19N, Range 31E.
superintendent for a number of
Mrs. Ralph Hazen has been 320 acres of land, fee simple tiN.M;P. Meridian,.
years. He was a great lover on the sick list the past week.
tle, being the west half of SecHas filed notice of intention
and reader of the Bible. He
Mrs. Don Bradley s mother tion 28, in Township 20 north,
to make Final Three Year Proof,
and and sister Mrs. Holliday left for Range 27 east, with all improvewas gentle,
to establish claim to the land
pure, lie had a kindly neart, Dawson Wednesday, from there ments thereon.
above described, before A. A.
a smiling face and a genial word Mrs . Holliday .will go to her
Wynne. U.S. Commissioner, at
for all. He was a loving father home in Kansas.
LIVE STOCK.
his office in Mosquero, New
and
an ideal friend.
Mrs. Frank Smith was out to
Wind-Mexico, on the 6th day of July.
He belonged to the Masonic church Sunday, we hope to see
12 Milk cows with calves
1921.
order for 60 years, was worship her and family out again.
side.
at
Claimant names as witnesses:
ful master of Vernon Lodge of
Mrs. Aspgren
and Mary
3 Dry cows.
Meliton Lovato, Tiofilo SalaPromise City, Iowa. Represen- Woods spent the afternoon with
1 Milk cow, no calf.
dar, Noberto Gonzales, all of
tatives of this order from El Re- Mrs. Ralph Hazen where they,
3 Yearling Heifers.
David, New Mexico.1 and Reyes
no had a very impressive part enjoyed a nice lunch and a
9 Yearling Steers.
Olivas, of Buyeros, New Mexico.
in his burial service. They also special birthday cake made for
2 Work Horses, weight
Paz Valverde,
had amost strikingly beautiful little Alice s birthday.
1200 pounds.
Register.
floral piece the compass in
Last seen of Loid Morford he
2 Work Mares, weight
white and a red square over it. was going down the road with a
1200 Pounds.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The funeral was conducted by pancake in one hand a boquet
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERY1 Pony
Mare, weight
Rev. Buckner, pastor of the of wild flowers in the other,
800 Pounds.
THING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
Department of the Interior,
United vangelical church of smelling of the wild flowers
1 Black Filley,3 yrs. old.
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
Richland , Okla. The Richland and eating the pancake, he '
1 ITnhrnk
MhIí it vrs nM
U. S. LAND OFFICE ft ClayAND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
choir sang .the favorite song of made his way as far as a gate
'
1 Registered Polan China
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
the family.
THIS LINE OF WORK.
between R. Hazen and the Aspwt. 300 pounds.
Sow,
NOTICE is hereby given th?t
occaThe text used for this
gren homes from there and
wt. 100 pounds
12
Shoats,
Frutosa Lovato, of David, New
sion was "God's last and best since then he has not been seen.
100
Chickens.
Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
promise to. a good man,"r-Jo- b
Every one is busy planting
made Addtl, Homestead Entry,
5:17-2- 6
using 26 as the basis of corn.
FORD TOURING CAR
No. 022980, for SWi of Section
his remarks:
IF IT IS TO BTJ FIXED. WE CAN FIX IX,
Clarence Driskill was kind good running order, 1916 model
7, Township 17N, Range 32E,
"Thou halt come to thy enough to see that the minister
N.M.P. Meridian.
grave in full age, like as a got to Solano Sunday evening
0
Mogul
Vi Interest in
Has filed notice of intention
shock of corn cometh in his sea after our services.
Tractor.
to make Final Three Year Proof,
son." Kev. Buckner said in
Mrs. Gora Hazen, Elsie and
6
Vz Interest in
Disc Harto establish claim to the land
part:
,
were
Hazen
Grandmother
row.
above described, before A. A.
"When we see a ripe shock of guests at Mrs. Don Bradley's
Wynne. U.S. Commissioner, at
2 Interest in 4 Disc P. & O.
corn we know there was a time Sunday evening.
Successors to BAUM BROS.
Plow.
Tractor
his office in Mosquero, New
when the ground was prepared
Mr. and Mrs. Aspgren were
Mexico, on the 8th, day of July,
and. the. seed sown. This Mr. in Mosquero Monday taking in
1921.
Roy,
New Mexico.
Haworth did when he sought the memorial services there.. , 4 Empty Oil Barrels.
1 Hay Rake, 10 Foot.
Claimant names as witnesses :
the Lord and was "' converted.
August Forceman was in the ' 1 Low arm Truck with box.
Pedro J. Lovato, Meliton LoThen there must be a time of Bradley neighborhood on busivato, Jose B. Rael and J- - Almedo
1 Molihe Z Wagon.
cultivation
if that field is to ness Monday.
' Manchego, all of David. New
1 Food Grinder,
yield a good harvest. This was
Miss Mary Woods has been t 1 John Deer Cultivator.
Mexico.
doné when he took up the work oh the sick, list this week. '.
1 Two section drag harrow.
Paz Valverde,
of the church as Sunday school
Chas. Sanger "has been at
1 Little Jap Cultivator.
Register.
superintendent and as class Mosquero the past few days at
1 Moline corn sled.
leader, going steadily on to the work.
1 Walking plow, 8 inch.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
.
"full age" as a christain. Then
1 Five tooth cultivator.
after corn is ripe it represents NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
' Yz
Department of the Interior,
Interest 5 foot McCor- something useful to huirianity.
ALL KINDS OF CEMENT WORK
mick
Mower.
bo , a great character fills a
Department of the Interior,
Simultaneous
1 Fairbanks pumping engine
i
place of. usefulness and com
do
That's
U. S. LAND OFFICE at San-'2 Sets leather work harness
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
mands attention of the church.
Fe, Clayton, New Mexico.
with collars.
Wbj not have that house stuccoed cow and keep out the dust and at
But to come to a place like, this ton, New Mexico. May 18th 1921
May 17, 1921..
1 DeLaval Separator No. 5
all the rubbish and the rash NOTICE is hereby given that
thfi same time tiave a beaatifal boase
NOTICE is hereby given that
ia?
1 Grindstone.
that will always be present by G. W. Oit, devisee of Nathan R. 2 Wood
Albert A. Kidd, of Roy. New
water barrels.
thé enemy of all good must be Wright, Dec'd, Móbeetie, Texas.
Mexico who, on May 31, 1918,-Jun- e
1 Fairbanks gas engine.
It can be done cheaper now and you will avoid ihe rush of work in this
shunned and spurned as a who, on .June 8, 1916, made
1. 1918, Nov. 22, 1920,
2 Wash tubs.
;
line later on.,
poisonous viperHand only the Hdmestead Entry, No. 022303,
"made Homestead Entries, Santa
1 Scoop.
best things chosen to build a for Ni2 of Section 33, Township r 2 Galv Iron Stock tanks.
Fe Sr. 035963, and Clayton SeLET E. F. HENRY THE C0KTR4CT0R DO IT
life. Death is not 17N, Range 31E, N.M.P. Meri- Sarial Nos.
for
80 Fence Posts.
a
calamity
to
a christain. God dian.
nta Fe. NEVt Sec. 13, T, 18N.
as .our friend, is just,. taking
Has filed notice of 'intention ALL HOUSE-HOL.R, 24E, and Clayton, SWV4NEVL
GOODS
us home as he did "Enoch who to make Final Three Year Proof,
SEVíNWij.. SW14 Sec. 7 NWVt,
TOO NUMEROUS TO
walked with God was not for to establish claim to the land
N12SWI4 Section 18, Township
ITEMIZE.
God took him." Gen. 5:24.
above described, before A. A.
18N, Range 25E, N.M.P. MeriW. K. Copien, Vice IVe ident
Philip N Sraacliez, Secrelaru
He
Wynne,
to
was
laid
U.S.
Commissioner, at
rest in the
9 YEARS EXPERIENCS IN
dian.
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
Every article and piece of pro
ABSTRACT ANO COUNTY
TAXES AND COUNTY
Frisco cemetery by the side of his office in Mosquero, New perty both
.
Has filed notice of intention
WORK.
personal and real
WORK.
his wife who died July 5, 1917, Mexico, on the 14th day of July now belonging to Mr. and Mrs.
to make Final Three Year Proof,
there 0 await the resurrection 1921.
MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
to establish claim to the land
Robertson, will be sold at this
of thé just, and the mound was Claimant names as witnesses: sale
INCORPORATED.
without reservation.
above described, before F. H.
covered with flowers.
R. N. Rogers, H. S. Hamby,
Fred S. Brown
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, M
"When our frail bark in turn J. S. Baker, and C. L. Flowers,
Special Master.
Complete
indexes
fo
all
lauds
shall glide
his office at Roy. New Mexico,
all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
Down time's swift stream on
ABSTRACTS complied to all hnd in Mora County.
Paz Valverde,
on the 13th day of July, 1921.
Don't forget the Roy Chauflowing tide,
TAXES of parties living outside of the state attended to.
"
Register.
.
tauqua June 14th to 18th. Get
Claimant names as witneses:
INFORMATION furnished of assessments, taxes, etc.
There may we meet our loved
your season tickets now.
Dan Laumbach, A. I. Burleson
anew
FOR SALE: Good German
CERTIFIED
copies of any recorded instruments furnished.
AláJandro Maestas, and Luther RECORDING
To part no more with sad adieu.' MiHet Seed; none better in the
Do you know you are missing
attended to, DseJs. Mortgages, etc
Corneal, all of Roy, New Mexico. NOTARY WORK of all kin la executed.
state. Price at ranch 2 Vic per some mighty fine pictures at the
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINAlb. Bring your own sacks.
Roy Theatre every Saturday
Paz Valverde,
Al
matters
to
entrusted
TIONS
for
us
POSTMASTER,
dispatched
F. M. Woodard
with
night. The managers Eberhart
i
Register.
Route
Roy,
New
"A"
Mexico.
Government
Clerks,
Railway
and Nickens are showing the
anb
m
Mail. Men, women, 18 to 65.
Lest you forget the Harding best pictures that they can get.
Very reasonable charges.
Your business solicited For free particulars, write J. C.
and you can see just as good picCounty Celebration June
Leonard (formér Civil Service
tures at Roy, as you can at VeNOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Examiner) 211 Equitable Bldg.
gas or Raton. Come out tonight
THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
Washington, D. C.
2tpd.
see for your self.
and
I have bought . out Mr,
All work neatly and promptly done.
interest in the water
AT THE OLD STAND.
Located in the Old Bentley Building
Miss Pearl McKinley left for
"YEH" W E'RE ALL GOING
will furnish water
business
and
WITH THE LIBERTY
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
home at Vaughn last Saturday.
MOSQUERO THE 14th and
TO
at 20c per barrel in tank lots
GARAGE
Miss Pearl has been teaching
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
OF JUNE AND HELP TO
15th
and 25c in single lots. Leave
Mills,
the Wagoner school the past
Ne Mxico.
CELEBRATE
THE BIRTH OF
term, and has made good in the orders at the Fairview
THE NEW COUNTY OF HAR- NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

SAMUEL A. HAWORTH
Mr. Samuel A. Haworth was
born in Wilson County,
April 22, 1828; died
April 11, 1921, at the home of
his son, George D. Ha worth, in
El Heno, Okla., lacking only ten
days of being 93 years old.
When quite a young man, he
moved to Indiana, and was married to Lavina Newman March
1, 1849, and in June of that
year moved to Iowa. To this
union twelve children were born,
three of whom died in infancy.
The others, seven girls and two
boys lived to maturity, and one
daughter Anna ' Bobenhouse:
daughter Anna Bobenhouse.
died March 2, 1902.
Those now living are: Barbara Phillips, of Council Blues
Iowa ; Geo D. Haworth and Mrs.
J. M. York, of El Reno; Mrs.
S. E. Cox, of Corydon, Iowa;
Mrs. Marion Conner, Mrs. Eva
Barton, Mrs. Charles Newman,
of Solano, New Mexico; and C.
N. Haworth, of Bakersville.Cal
He leaves 37 grand children, 74
great grand children and 11
.
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mill troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.
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PROMPTNESS

ACCURACY

General Blacksmith
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and
Machine Work,

Lea-therma-

J. D. Wade,

Prop'

James

Í

JV.

Johnson.
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FORCED TO FIGHT

PLAY

Mm

A.

SAXOPHONE

TO LEARN EASY TO PAY
Used In church, band, orchestra,
nolo write for new book.

KASY

"Origin

of the

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

L

Nashville Artist Tells of Terrible

"Erie Corda"
AND

&

Colo..

"Olympian

8ERVICK.

Writ,

Fabric"
Hit.

lot prlc.

WHOLESALE.
A117
U '23 par
non for bit oodi wtua roa ire Dot f.mlllu
prlctr. Bend lor our tmklr prlt Hit. A68. of
na Mppll. ttHktmwi WlwltMlt Suiroceria
lly Co., 152) 1st St. f. . Sal 1442. Pnnr.

itlemu

AT

HOME OF THE COLE
II

ALWAVI THE IEST
Iji (or Compltto
Writ

lay ty Mill.

USES CAM.
Information,
1225 MBAOWAV

CRUND DRT CLEANING
Garment
dyed any color.
work
given prompt attention. Twenty-thre- e
years' satisfactory service.
Qraad
Building, seventeenth and Losan St.

(Mac-mlllan).-

Out-of-to-

work

SHOES REPAIRED
wbm is V. 8. it Denier orlen.
our npenx.
EASTERN
relumed
YELLOW
FRONT,
1331
TORY.

TfnnAlfC

in-th-

dollf.
nr- -

UwilWaMorf work
SHOE
SEMIS FAC-

K'0"
Btmtl rM,

CHAMPA

last

one Britisher
who Is loved by the American people.
He Is James Bryce, formerly ambassador at Washington and now Viscount
Bryce. Americans love him because
he loves us. And he loves us because
he understands us. And be understands us because he has studied us.
Viscount Bryce ' has spent "many
years in the study of government
especially of democratic government.
In this field his authority Is great and
his mastery of detail Is uncontested.
He Is ft believer In democracy. In his
new book "Modern Democracies'
has much to say concerning
e
United States In
democracy
these latter days. He finds the two
especial weaknesses of American government to He In an Inadequate system
of Justice and In municipal malad-

There Is at

BRUT A. IIOSFOHO. ISM Aeoaaa St.
SUV
cent
wUb

His Wife.

Bryce on American Democracy

AUTOMOBILE TIRES
QUALITY

STREET.

ministration.
He says however:

m

"

"No EnglishT.JXJtn.O
poll- American
man
who
remembers
COMPANY.
KODAK
HASTNAH
26 Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.
tics as they were half a century ago and who, having lived In the United States,
has formed an affection as well as an admiration for Its people (what EnglishTHE ROASTER
RUY
COFFEE FROM
man who lives there can do otherwise?) will fail to rejoice at the many signs
Qet Wholeulo Frico. Writ for Simplo.
THE SPRAY COFFEE ANO SPICE CO.
that the sense of public duty has grown stronger, that the standards of public
ni Mvkot Strub. swwr
TwiitMnt
life are steadily rising, that democracy Is more and more showing Itself a
SANITARY CLEANING & DYEING force making for ordered progress, true to the principles of liberty and equal.
.
Hill Order Giren Prompt Attention. 10 Eut CeltH. ity frbm which It sprang."
NB

riNISHtMS.
tfattrlal CM.uy.

.

SWITCHES to match your hair correctly in any shade or length. Charles Hair
& Beauty Shop, 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
AM, OCCASIONS.
Park Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
Hair Goods by
BEAUTY PARLOUS.
mall. Milllcent Hart Co., 721 lBlh St
FI.OWKItS

N

USED CAHS riOIKSHT
llntimnn'a Auto Service.

'

America's Merchant Marine

FOIt

JEWEI.KY CO. Diamonds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1873.
110HM-AM.E-

ANIJ
1)57

SOLD,

Broadway.

Arabs Seek British Rule.
The t inhabitants

Jerusalem.

FOR HER BREATH

Suffering Experienced by

Saxaphone" Frre
MUSIC CO.

nnver,

W 11,1 V

of

are reported to' have
risen In revolt against their newly appointed ruler, Prince Zeltl, third son of
the King of the Iledjas, and to
have defeated the prince's forces In a
pitched battle, killing 100 of his men.
The Insurrectionists, it Is said, desire
to be governed by the British administration in Palestine under Sir Herbert

Trans-Jordaui-

Samuel, the high commissioner.
China and Germany at Peace.
Paris. A state of peace between
China and Germany has been declared
according to advices here. An agreement to tills effect was necessary, as
China was not a signatory of the treaty
of Versailles, and such an agreement
between the two notions, it Is salU, was
signed at Peking, May 20. It puts an
end to the state of war and:
diplomatic and .commercial re:
' u'- -'
lations.
i
Priest Leaps to Death.
New Brunswick, - N. J. The Rev.
'Father Nicholas J. Schwartz, a native
of Brooklynand former pastor of a
church at Galena, IJI., leaped from the
: Ing fifty miles.. an hour,
near Monmouth Junction, and was Instantly
killed. He, recently suffered a nervous
breakdown and was being taken by his
brother, Frank Schwartz, Jr., to the
Matter's home In Brooklyn for a rest.

Want Nations to Disarm.
Winona Lake, Ind. Calling of a
of the nations to secute progressive disarmament was urged on
President Hardhig by the 133rd general assembly of the Presbyterian Church
In the United States of America. The
assembly passed the resolution appeal:
lng" for the conference following its
presentation by W. J. Bryan.
'

HUSBAND

DOES

HILL

DOWN

Finally Both Decide to Put Tanlae
to Test and as a Result Have En-- .
Joyed Best of Health for Past
Three Years.
"Botn my wife and myself have put
Tanlac to the test and we call it the
jreatest medicine In the world,", said
I. T. Montamat, 1123 Third Ave..
North, Nashville, Tenn., artistic sign
painter for the Cusack Company. Mr.
Montamat has lived In Nashville for
nearly thirty years and Is highly respected by all who know him.
"Before my wife took Tanlac she
suffered so badly from gas on her stom
ach and heartburn that she often said
she felt like she was smothering to
ieath. She actually had to sit up in
bed to get her brenth.
"Well, in a short time after she
began taking Tanlac her trouble disappeared and she was like a different
Seeing the good results In
person.
Her case, I began taking the medicine
myself and it soon had me feeling like
a brand new man.
"Up to that time I had been troubled with Indigestion. I had no appetite and the little I did eat seemed
to do me about as much harm as
good. 1 felt so tired and languid I
hated to move around, and was getcondition that
ting In such a
It worried me.
"Tanlac acted with me Just like It
did with my wife, and although that
was three years ago we have enjoyed
the best of health all along. However, I keep a bottle of Tanlac in the
house all the time, and when I feel
myself getting run down the medicine
soon 'has me feeling all right again.
I am convinced that Tanlac .'s without an equal. Our friends all know
how it helped us and I don't hesitate
to tell anyone about it."
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
everywhere.
Adv.
run-dow- n

America's merchant marine, which
cost more than $3,000,000,000 is at a
crisis; it is the duty of American ex
porters to
to keep our overseas shipping from being crowded out
of the world's carrying trade and of
the national foreign trade is the
declaration of James H. Farrell, president of the United States, Steel corporation. Mr. Farrell recommends an
international maritime conference to
stabilize the shipping situation and
urges amendment of shipping laws
which are. "strangling American ships."
"In some notable instances," Mr.
Farrell says, "American owners obtained allocation of shipping board
vessels until they could buy or charter
foreign ships and operate them on
routes in which American ships were
employed. An instance of this and a
curious commentary on the economic
results of the war, is the recent appearance of former Hansa line steam- -'
ers in the trade from the United States to Indian The Gernian ship owners
having been' reimbursed by their government for ships lost or taken over by
England, are operating their former steamers under British registry, the
d
Original
steamers having been sold by the British government at
'
"
'" ,
.":
cost.
.J' "
!
"A partial solution," he said, "is for the snipping boarífó continué td.lfty
up a considerable portion of their tonnage and In line with the slogan 'less govwithdraw from all but
ernment in business, more business In government'
supervisory activity by chartering the steamers to reputable and experienced
operators."
'"
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China, féfore.íhe nomination of Mr.
officially announced, the
Schurman
Chinese .government was notified of
his vseleótiorlir. Dr. Schurman was
nl.nt,nn.!-Alr(l,Clnfao
Rcf TTn1f,-wPhilippine commission. He also served
in diplomatic service as minister to

ANOTHER WOLlfll

ESCAPES
Eln. McCamber Avoided ft Seriosi
Operation by Taking Lydia L.
Piakkam's Vegetable Com
pound in Time

live In.
Til. "After mv first
It was the appointed hour, but the
my
lecturer did not appear. The audience babr was born I suffered so with
leib Blue uuat a cuuiu
was beginning to show signs of impanot walk across the!
tience.
floor unless I was all:
;'''V
Suddenly the manager made his aphumped over, hold-- 1
ing to my side. I
pearance on the platform.
with several
"Ladles and gentlemen," he said. In
.v'lf.'.'.V.-doctora but found no
apologetic tones, "I am sorry to have
relief and they said
to inform you that the lecture on 'How
I would have to nava
EMt'
postponed
will have to be
to Keep
n nrtArfttirm- - Mv
owing to the unexpected Indisposition
mother insisted on,
my taking Lydia
of tlw lecturer."
Pinkhanvs VegetaThe laughter that followed lasted
ble Compound and II
several minutes after he had fled from
aoon found relief. Now I can do 11 my
the stage Chicago American.
own work and it ta the Vegetable Compound that haa saved me from an operation. I cannot praise your medicine too
highly and I tell all of my friends and
neighbors what the Compound did for
Mrs. Margaret McCumber,
me."
27 S. Frazier St, Georgetown, Illinois.
Genuine
on
"Bayer"
Name
Mrs. McCumber is one of the unnumbered thousands of housewives who
struggle to keep about their daily tasks,
while suffering from ailments peculiar
to women with backache, sideaches,
pains and nerheadaches, bearing-dow- n
vousness, and ii every such woman
should profit by her experience andgive
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial they would get well.

firMtnm

doc-tnr- ed

ASPIRIN

-

Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Asplrld prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told in the Buyer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark'of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoaceticacidester of Salicyllcacld.
Adv.

back

Beware

1

The Beau Brummel of the Plains.
Big Bear, the head of the Sioux
tribe, Is said to be the best dressed
Indian In America! He recently paid
a visit In full regalia to some of the
larger cities In the Middle West.

reader takes

In 12

or

One unworrled day
Congratulations too seldom have the
chological triumph.
ring of sincerity.

Is a

real

Dolly Well, that's where they ought
ters at one glance.
to come, Isn't It? Judge.

13 let-

psy-

Bad Stomach
Sends Her to Bed
for 10 Months

Eatonlo Cots liar Up I
"Over a year ago," says Mrs. Dora
Williams, "I took, to bed and for 10
months did not think I would live.
Eatonic helped me so much I am now
up and able to work. I recommend it
highly for stomach trouble."
Eatonic helps people to get well by
taking up and carrying out the excess
acidity and gases that put the stomach
out of order. If you have Indigestion,
sourness, heartburn, belching, food repeating, or other stomach distress, take
an Eatonic after each meal. Big box
costs only a trifle with your druggist's

guarantee.
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who specialize on Infant ailments you know)
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Rear Admiral William S. Benson
Is regarded in Washington as the man
who knows most about Yap and its importance, both from a commercial and
naval standpoint. He was chief adviser to the American peace mission
at Paris on naval and maritime matters. It Is understood that it was on
his advice that Yap was singled out
j
as the one Pacific island that should
use.
international
to
open
free
be kept
"Yap is important, primarily,"
Benson says, "as a cable center. The
Island Is the pinnacle of a submarine
mountain range in the western Pacific.
Cables laid across these under-se- a
mountains are subject to all sorts of
troubles, due to the heavy drag upon
them in the valleys and the friction
and abrasion that results. These difficulties are practically removed If the
cables are landed at Yap. With the
ends anchored there, the wear and
train nn them Is removed. They drop
away easily Into the valley of the ocean on each side. If Japan maintains exclusive use of Yap as a cable center, it means that all communications over
western Paclflc cables must move through Japanese hands.

km

n

rnH01.-- 3 PER CENT.
I AVeéctablefccparationfcrAs

;..!Ah.rnfwRiUla.'
j

aiJllliU.Mi.ft,"'' lingiJicStomacflSandBowlsa

"CSS
ThcretryPromoti né Diéestfotij
ChccrfulncssanaKesi.uu"'
neither Opiüm,Morpnlnenor

Benson on Importance of Yap

Mexican Bandits Kill Officer.
Mexleali,, Lower Calif. General Rodriguez, commanding all Mexican troops
in the northern district of Lower California, announced that a detachment
of cavalry men seeking bandits who
fired on the Jail Ind other buildings on
Tía Juana May 5, had been ambushed
by a sinaH party of bandits thirty
miles east of Ensenada and Lieutenant
Chavez, commanding the cavalry, was
killed. Two bandits were killed and
others wounded.

-

Is not without diplomatic experience.

Trince Edward Island and is the:
New York Dutch famPaper Gets Privilege.
ily. His education was gained at LonWashington. Laws
safeguarding
Heidelberg,
don, Paris, Edinburgh,
the integrity, of the freedom of the,
Gortlngen
Italy. So
In
Berlin
and
and
press "must and shall be also scruhe knows the world. He has also the
pulously observed," Postmaster
degree of LL.D. from at least eight
eral Hays declared in announcing the
universities. So his scholarship is
granting of an application of the Lib
recognized.
erator, n monthly magazine of New
As an author Dr. Schurman is widely known. The last of his works inYork for second-clas- s
mailing privileges. '
cludes these . "Kantian Ethics and the Ethics .of Evolution" (1881); "The
Ethical Import of Darwinism" (1888); "Belief in God" (1890);: "Agnosticism
Religion" (18SC) ; "Philippine Affairs A Retrospect and Outlook" (1902) ;
and
The Pueblo City' Council will be
asked to pass a rent ordinance Some "The Balkan Wars" (1912) ; "Why America Is in the War". (1917).
tenants in a" large business block
where notices of Increase in rents have
been given have engaged an attorney
to frame an ordinance which the city
commissioners will' be asked to adopt.

The Estes Park Woman's Club, at a
meetin voted to give a $5,000 lot in
Estes Park village to the national park
service aá a site for an administration building for the Rocky Mountain
National Park. No funds have yet
been provided for the erection of an
administration building, but Congress
will be asked to include provision for
"the structure In the appropriation bill
for maintenance of the park service.

All
is his

Physicians understand Infant troubles: all Physioians treat them. It
profession, his duty, to know human ills from the Stork to the Great Beyond.
But in serious cases he calls in the Specialist. Why? He knows as every
Mother knows, or ought to know, that Baby is just a baby, needing special treatment, special remedies,
Can a Mother be less thoughtful? Can a Mother try to relieve Baby with
a remedy that she would use for herself? Ask yourself; and answer honestly!
Always remember that Baby is just a baby. And ' remembering this you
will remember that Fletcher's Castoria is made especially for Infants and

Radical

v

FÁBAI

Baby Specialists.

'

Schurman, who reJacob
tired fronxthe' presidency of Cornell
universitást year, after twenty-eigh- t
years of etvlce;. has been chosen by
PresidentTHarding to be miuister to

Embarrassing Moment
I never saw a m:.n In a more embarrassing situation than the mauager of
a lecture hall In a town I used to

A good

one-thir-

Schurman, Minister to China

Cutlcura 8oap for the Complexion
Nothing better than Cutlcura Soa'p
daily and Ointment now and then as
needed to make the complexion clear,
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
Cutlcura Talcum, and you have the
Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Adv.

Mineral.
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The False and the True.
Advertising by the use of large space, the expenditure of huge Gums
of money have placed on the market, have put in your home, perhaps,
many articles that today have been discarded, as you will readily admit.
Do you recall anything that has more modestly appealed to the
public than has Fletcher's Castoria: modest in aJl its claims, pleading
at all times and truthfully for our babies?
The big splurg, the misleading claims may win for a time, but
the honest truth-tellin- g
advertiser is like the old story of the tortoise

and revcrisuiic"
Sleep

Tcc ixf

tcsültináthmfrorajnlnfeniy.

Mothers everywhere, and their daughters, now mothers, speak
frankly, glowingly, enthusiastically in praise of Fletcher's Castoria.
Speak of it lovingly as a friend that has brought comfort, cheer and
smiles to their little-onTo them: to these true mothers no argument can induce them
to set aside their bottle of Castoria, their old friend,, that they might
try even another and unknown remedy for babies. Then, would Y0TJ
think of going to YOUR OWN medicine chest to find relief for Baby's
troubles? Can you not separate the false from the true?
e.

MOTHERS

j

IheCehtatoCohp
r.

SHOULD

READ THE BOOKLET THAT

GENUINE

yM--

IS AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of
MsMMnisTriiimrrnniMTf

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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CASTORIA

CBNTAUN COMPANY, New VORK CITV.
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MUSIC IN BOTTLES.
Garret Plays Queer Instrument.
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MILLS AND VICINITY

Department of the Interior

The Sunday School Convention Sunday was fairly well attended. Rev Warner Jett made
a fine, talk in the morning alono-thSunday School line Mr
Jett attended the World's Sunday School Convention in 1907
at Rome, Italy. Henry Jett
made an interesting talk in the
afternoon on the subject of "Us
Waste matei'ial in the
S. b. which was enjoyed by
air present.. The name of th
Convention was changed froiV
East Mora Co. S. S. Convention
to Harding Co. S. S. Ass'n.
The next convention will be
held at Solano.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Carter re
turned Tuesday from Plains
Texas where they visited their
daughter Mrs. Ethel Tipton a
few days. Their
daughter's
Grace and Hattie returned with
them; having gone to school
down there the past winter.
C. A. Smith and family
left
Wednesday for a visit with relatives in and near New York
City. They expect to be gone
two months.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McMinn
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde "Hooper,Ray
Smith. Ed Cheney and Euplio
Baca returned Monday from a
two days pleasure trip to Eag'a
Nest Dam.
Miss Ruth Toisón arrived last
week, from Missouri for a few
days visit at the home of her
brother before" going to Las Vegas to attend summer school.
She has been, employed to teach
the coming "term, of school at
Mestenitso.
Miss Ruth Harper returned
home from Trinidad the first of
this week where she has been
attending school to spend vacation with her mother. Ruth is
doing fine in school work having made such good grades all
winter that she did not have to

Department of the Interior

U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY U.SS. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY

TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Salome Naranjo, of Roy,' Mora
County, New Mexico, who, on
Sept. 23, 1916, made Homestead
entry No. 023165, for the'SWW
-

A bank account

It

comfort.

drives a.vay vvrorry and b::ng3
out the

ia the beacon l:ght pointing

pathway, to peaceful,.old age.

start an account at our bank.
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Hoyt Garrett whose company v'slts
he coming Chautauqua on the fourth
lay has one of the oddest musical
nstruments yet devised. It 'is a set
if musical
bottles. The bottles are
irdinary Rla3 bottles and are each
tartly filiad with water.
They
musical through being careful-"tuned" by Garrett who puts the
iropor amount of H20 In each one.
Mr. Gurrett and Mr. Mitchell are
ibv'elty
musicians and jazz artists
hosu motto Is to drjve away" dull
They have a whirlwind
are.
with worlds of novelty and
inger.
In addition to the. musical bottles
hey givo saxophone and piano special-les- ,
trick piano playing, comedy
ketches and variety music.

I'.'.

BANK OF ROY
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Capital áriá?
Surplus'

$36,000.00
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MOSQUERO

Tuesday June 1st, our Dear
Tinker, instantly lost

Bro. C. N.

hisiife, while using a two row
3orn planter a half a mile N.W.
Bro. Tinker was
of his house.
alone, and no one will ever
know just how it happened. lie
was thrown by the team or
else fell, batween left"vheel and
the frame of the planter. Legs
arm and neck broken, head and
body in a bruized and bad condition. Funeral services will be
in next week's issue. '
Mr. Wm. Wickhem has been
sick a bed for several days, and
is just able to be around again.
Mrs. Stinebaugh has been
very poorly but is better at this
-

S. N. Gallegos was in Roy

the first of the week attending
to business also calling on a
dear friend.
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il May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Nestor C. de Baca, tif Eueyeros
New Mexico, who, on April 13th
1918, made Homestead Entry
Application Serial No. 022885,

for
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Mr. Chester Keller is home
from Boulder, Colo, where he
has been in school for. several

4;

Section 15. Township 19 N. of
Range 31 E. N. M. P. Meririan,
pdjia Haseltine, the leader of
has filed notice of r t'ntion to .Miss,
'
make Three Year Proof, to es- tho Haseltine Opera Company, has
wide Rucees in her operatic and
tablish claim to the I n ' :cve had
musical worU.
Several years rgo
described, before A. A. V'.ynne Madame Calve the great Carnion,
U.S. Commissioner, at Moso'.. heard her sing and was perfectly
New Mexico, on July 20, 19
mazed at her wonderful ' voice. Sha
romptly Induced Miss Haseltine to
Claimant names as witnssesc
Fulgencio C. de Baca, Reyes ccompany her. to her Tilla in France
for over a year she taught her
Olivas, and Julianita: L. C. del where
he:, own home
Since then she has
Baca, of Bueyeres, New Mexico la
sung wly In this country where
and Luis C. de Baca, of Rosebud sho relumed at íhá beginning of the
New Mexico.
war. The other manners of the company are', accqinnlithed , artists and
PAZ VALVERDE,
'

Register.

AND VICINITY

ably hold up their part of the

cert.
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months.
Miss Edith Holland is home
from Las Vegas where she has
been in school. We are all glad
to see Edith back and, in Sunday School and church again.
Mr. Wm. u. Joñnson 01 noy
and a National insurance agent
of Galveston, Texas were business callers in Vicinity and the
County Seat this week. '
his
Rev. McMillen's with
'
'
dauefhtar in Nebr.'
Weather is fine, wheat is
mostly all headed out 'and is
looking .finé.
..
.
.

,.,

Loraine and Icy Brott hit
Thursday for a three months
visit with relatives in Casno-vi- a
Michigan. Altho they are
only about 7 and 9 years old,
they expect to make the trin all
alone from Tucumcaii.
Their
stepfather Harve Hickle went
with them as far as that place.

OIL
Dr. Bradford, of Cvton, r?
:n Roy this week looking over
the town with the view of locating here. Dr. Bradford says,
Uov is one of tr," few towns that
is forging ahead in spite of the
hard times.
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'
May, 26, 1921
U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
NOTICE is hereby given that
TON, NEW MEXICO
Arthur D . Hurford, of Mills,
May, 26, 1921 New Mexico, who, on
February
NOTICE is hereby given that 26th, 1917 made Homestead Ap'.
Julianita L. C. de Baca of
plication,' No. 024636, for
New Mexico, who, on Sept
Section 31, Township 22
16th, 1918, and April 13, 1918 N, Range 25 E, N. M. P. Meridimade Homestead Entry Applica an, has filed notice of intention
tion? Serial No. 022857 and 021 to make Final Three Year
084;' for
Proof, to establish claim to the
Sec. 3, T. 18, R. 31 E,
land above described, before F.
Sec. 21 and W.-NE1and II. Foster, U. S.. Commissioner
NWVÍ. section 28, Township 19 at his office at Roy, New Mexico
N. of Range 31 E. N. M. P. Mer
on the 18th day of July 1921.
idian, has filed notice of inten- Claimant names as witnessess:
tion to make Three Years Final G. C. Till, Alvin Lusk, Earl Case
Proof, to establish claim to the and C. D. Cheney, all of Mills,
land above described, before A. New Mexicoj
A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner
PAZ VALVERDE,
at Mosquero. New Mexico on
Register.
July 20, 1921.
take the examination.
Claimant names as witnessess:
Mr. and Mrs. John Hepburn
GAME
OIL
THE
Fulgencio C. de Baca, Nestor C.
.spent Sunday
Monday in
de Baca, and Reyes Olives of
Mou'id v ,ting ths lat-tFallacies;
and
..
Facts
It's
Bueyeres, New Mexico, Luis C.
s sister ;l ii.v and family.
Promoters' Tricks Exposed;
de Baca, of Rosebud, New Mexarid Mrs. ('uiininhiim acMr
Geology vs, Experience
ico.
companied thf.m.
,
PAZ VALVERDE,
.Mrs. C. S. .) o:eü two fihildrMi-ha- ,c
1!.
WELLS
"WILDCAT"
Register.
Te tas for an ex-tgone
r''H? visif with her paren Is.
;: A History Of Gushers;
SHIPS FINE HERD
This phamplet for 10c.
:.
OF CATTLE í Ralph E. Pearson,
Miss Elsie Hoelz, passed thru
Í; Oil Field Inspector,
to her old home in MinneRoy
T. E. Mitchell and son' shipped
204-- 5
Larendon Building,:
Thursday.
sota
last
a carload t of fine registered
Houston, Texas. ,
to
Bartlett
bulls
the
Heieford
S3
ranch, at Verme jo ;Park lapt;
Saturday. The bulls were two
"
year olds and, were all raised xn
WÍ LL!? RUN A'
'BEGINNING' MONDAY JUN É
the Mitchell ' Hereford Ranch
near Albert. They, were. sure a
SPECIAL MORNING DEIJVERY, SIX DAYS A WEEK
fine bunch of cattle ana equal
FOR MILK, CREAM AND BUTTER, FOR THE ACCOM
to any raised, by the eastern
'
rarich
The
Bartlett
breeders.
ODÁTION OF OUR PATRONS DURING THE HOT
wanted the very best and choose
WEATHER.
the Mitchell cattle from., a large
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.
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have 20 50 gal his of Penn
Tractor Oil, I will sell at cost tc
good responsible
parties, will
take note, to draw 10
number of Hereford breeders.
payobb in Nov. 1921.
P.. A. Pendleton.
J. E. Busey of Sedan, is in
Xoy this week looking after bu
Miss Gladys Hearn, returned siness matters.
'' .'.
home last Saturday, after spen
ding a week at Las Vegas, with
I

Register.

"

'icu.':

pro-Ta-

OPERATIC STAR COMING.
Prof. Hendricks and family
arrived in Roy Wednesday from Miss Haseltine Student of Calve
Dalhart and will be in Roy for.
a few days. He is assisting the
Board in hiring the balance.' of
the teachers for. the school and
also getting the Harding County
High School lined up for work.
The Prof, and family will move
to P.ov within a few weeks. '

4,

Section 10,
t;
Township 18 N. Range 26 E. N.
M. P. Meririan, has filed notice
of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mex
ico, on July 19, 1921.
Claimant names as witnessess:
Lee West, Leopoldo Andrade,
Manuel E. Naranjo, of Roy,
New Mexico , and' Bonifacio
Wagon Mound, New Mex
SEVi-NVyi- ,,,
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TON, NEW MEXICO
"May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby, given that
Hollie R. Johnson, of Solano,
New Mexico, who, on August
25th, 1916, made Addl. Homestead Applicaton, No. 022874,
for NW14-NE1Section 24
Township 19 N. Range 27 E, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of ntention to make Final Three
Year. Proof, to establish, claim
to the land above described before F. H. Foster. U. S. Com
missioner, at his owce at Roy,
New Mexico, on July 19, 1921.
Claimant names as witnessess:
Oscar Stephens, H. E. Dean,
J. C. Lloyd and. J. W. Bowman
all of Solano, New Mxico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

per-cen- t,

Regular delivery every day as usual.

COPE'S DAIRY

..

THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC HAV E BEGUN A SUMMER SCHEDULE OF MUSIC INSTRUCTION FOR SCHO
OL CHILDREN AND OTHERS DESIRING TO CONTINUE OR TAKE UP ANY BRANCH OF MUSIC, CLAS
SES ARE ALSO BEING FORMED FOR THOSE DESIRING TO REVIEW OR MAKE UP SCHOOL WORK. A
GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR PUPILS WHO FAILED TO
MAKE THEIR GRADES T SCHOOL.
FOR PARTICULARS PHONE TO OR CALL AT THE
;,;
CONVENT.
.

friends.
Now is the time to insure
your wheat; the rain is going tc
make it grow so rapidly that
hail will injure.it. .Insure il
with Schultz and Johnson. They
will take your note until October
1st, without interest. See therr
át once. Can give you just whal
yon

QUALITY and PRICE
We pride ourselves on the QUALITY of Our GROCERIES
upon our ability to render
the variety purity and freshness-a- nd
.

. .

want.

'

,

That's a combination that will win and, best of

you SERVICE.

Fairyiew Pharmacy

'"'

Or :),

':tL:I!:Íl;Í

-

OUR PRICES SATISFY

The Roy Drug Store
i"..

:

8
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and complete line of Staple and Fancy Groceries,
and we make it a rule to keep our stock FRESH. If you are
particular about what you put on your table, then we
vant your trade. We take a delight in pleasing peo- are particular.
Remember there's a
standing invitation to you to visit this store " '
when you want THE BEST at prices
.

Ve ca,rry a full

A complete line of;

'

'

"

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles'
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobacco3,
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.'
.
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SODA FOUNTAIN

'
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: ZA11 the Popular Drinks and Ic is. Hot Drinks in season.

NCWS

Stand,'
-
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AH

thelat est Magazines!and daily papera.1

ESTABLISHED 1908

,i;A

(Proprietor.)

will

fit your purse and

please you.
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PAXTON

Grocery Company
"A Square Deal Every Day"

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
.!

'
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